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2Chapter 1
General Introduction
1.1 General Background
Recently, Wireless Multi-hop Networks (WMHNs) have attracted considerable atten-
tion. WMHNs consist of collection of mobile nodes. Because the nodes act as both sources
and routers, WMHNs do not need central control terminals, such as Access Points (APs).
Each node can send a message to its destination no matter if the node cannot commu-
nicate directly. This is because each node operates as routers and relays the message
to destination. In this sense, WMHNs are economical and have good scalability. Origi-
nally, the WMHNs have been intended to use in battleelds or disaster sites. In recent
years, various applications with WMHNs have been studied in various research elds. For
example, WMHNs are suitable for various networks such as wireless sensor networks [1]-
[2], Vehicle Ad-hoc NETworks (VANETs) in Intelligent Transport System (ITS) [3]-[6],
wireless mesh networks for smart grid [7]-[8], home networks, and Wireless Local Area
Networks (WLANs). The WMHNs are of great importance in many key applications
for their promising features of rapid deployment and robustness. In this sense, WMHNs
technology is important and fundamental for achieving ubiquitous society.
In WMHNs, however, the absence of central control terminals makes the network con-
struction and maintenance complicated. Each node should operate autonomously and
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the routing and resource management are done and all nodes coordinate to enable com-
munications among themselves. For achieving high performances under the distributed
manner, Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol is important. As the MAC layer proto-
col, IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) has been used in WMHNs.
The operations of autonomous distributed control are described in IEEE 802.11 DCF.
IEEE 802.11 DCF initially denes MAC and PHYsical (PHY) layers specications for
WLAN. In WMHNs with IEEE 802.11 DCF, therefore, various problems such as the hid-
den node problem and the exposed problem occur [9]-[12]. For avoiding them, various
MAC protocols for WMHNs have been proposed in recent years. The validity and eec-
tiveness of theses protocols are often conrmed by using network simulator. However, it
takes much computation cost for obtaining the statistical data for evaluations. As another
approach to comprehend the network performances for WMHNs with low computation
cost, there is the method by using analytical models.
The analytical models are eective for comprehending the essence of network dynam-
ics. This is because eects of systems parameters to network and performance can be
obtained explicitly from the mathematical models. Even though the quantitative accu-
racy decreases due to some idealizations and approximations, it is important to obtain the
qualitative evaluations of the network performances as functions of system parameters. A
network-simulator usage is the major method for the performance evaluations. The net-
work simulators, however, provide network dynamics at a xed parameter set. Therefore,
it takes much computation cost when statistical data, such as throughput and collision
probability and/or the system evaluations in wide-parameter region are needed for eval-
uations. It is possible to derive the statistical performance easily with low computation
cost by using analytical expressions. In this sense, the analytical expressions of network
performance are applicable to system designs. Especially, the analytical expressions are
powerful tool of the system optimization.
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Analyses for WMHNs have been paid attention by many researchers [9]-[28]. The op-
erations and problems in WMHNs are often considered analytically by using some simple
network topologies such as star topology, mesh topology, tree topology and string topol-
ogy. For taking into account the operation in WMHNs, the string-topology network is
often used. This is because it is one of the fundamental and simple multi-hop network
topologies. The string-topology networks are important and often considered in VANETs
[3]-[6]. The VANETs require the data frames to be relayed via multiple hops between
vehicles on the spot [6]. IEEE 802.11p species the PHY- and MAC-layer features such
that IEEE 802.11 could work in a vehicular environment. Because multi-hop vehicles are
in line on the road, the vehicle-to-vehicle communications are often modeled by commu-
nications on string-topology multi-hop networks [3]. Though the string-topology network
is a simple network topology, it is not easy to comprehend a network behavior. In this
sense, it can be stated that analytical expressions of string-topology multi-hop network
performances are useful and valuable.
For evaluating network performances, the end-to-end throughput is an important factor.
The rst purpose of the analyses in WMHNs was derivation of the end-to-end maximum
throughput. For obtaining that, the expressions of two important operations in MAC
layer, which are carrier sensing and the frame collisions due to hidden node problems, are
key technologies. This is because the eect induced by two MAC-layer operations with
respect to each node is dierent. It was proposed that the MAC-layer operations with
respect to each node are expressed by using `airtime' expressions [9]-[16]. The analytical
procedure using airtime expressions is eective for consideration of the complex inter-
ferences among network nodes. Additionally, by associating the MAC-layer properties of
network nodes with a network ow, the maximum end-to-end throughput can be obtained
analytically.
In IEEE 802.11 multi-hop networks, each node decrements own BT individually. There-
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fore, it is assumed in conventional multi-hop network analyses [9]-[17] that each node
obtains transmission opportunity fairly and randomly. Analytical expression of the max-
imum throughput for IEEE 802.11 multi-hop network with two-way ows has been ob-
tained in [17]. Following the conventional analyses, it is also assumed that each node
obtains the transmission opportunities fairly and randomly. In [17], the analytical results
are good agreement with simulation ones quantitatively. However, there is a dierence
between analytical result and simulation one only when hop number is three. It is sup-
posed that special phenomenon, which is unexpected among the network designers, occurs
in string-topology three-hop network. In addition, it is thought that this phenomenon
collapses the assumptions in [9]-[16]. This consideration is obtained by comparing ana-
lytical results and simulation ones. It is necessary to clarify the impact of the unexpected
phenomenon on WMHNs communication system.
For evaluating network in non-saturated state, the end-to-end delay is also an important
evaluation factor. Delay analyses of wireless multi-hop network also have been carried
out actively [21]-[28]. The end-to-end delay analyses until now have been carried out for
evaluating MAC protocols. Therefore, it is assumed that the collision probabilities of all
network nodes are identical. Namely, the heterogeneous network-node operations along a
network ow have never been considered in multi-hop networks. Actually, network nodes
have dierent collision in the network. Therefore, the conventional delay analyses are
not suitable to comprehend the network performance. For obtaining the end-to-end delay
in multi-hop network with high accuracy, it is necessary to consider individual states of
network links, which are frame-transmission, carrier-sensing and channel-idle durations.
It is considered that the individual node behavior can be expressed by using the individual
states of network links.
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1.2 Research Works
This thesis presents performance analysis for IEEE 802.11 string-topology multi-hop
networks.
First, the occurrence of a special phenomenon in WMHNs is pointed out. This mu-
tuality is named as \backo-stage synchronization". The mechanisms and the sucient
conditions for backo-stage synchronizaion occurrence are obtained from detail investiga-
tion. By using windows fairness index, the characteristic of this phenomenon, which is
coexistence of fair transmission in long time range and unfair transmission in short time
range, is extracted. The impact of this phenomenon on communication in IEEE 802.11
multi-hop network is discussed. By considering the characteristics, the detection method
of this phenomenon is proposed. Under the BSS occurrence, each node can not work fol-
lowing design policy of the protocol even if each node operates following the description
of the protocol. From the viewpoint of network science as well as communication, the
BSS is interesting phenomenon.
Second, analytical expressions for IEEE 802.11 multi-hop network with backo-stage
synchronization are presented. For taking the features of the backo-stage synchronization
into account the analytical expressions, the modied Bianchi's Markov-chain models,
which express the operation with respect to each network node, are proposed. Obtained
analytical expressions are veried by the comparison with simulation and experimental
results. By comparing the analytical result without the coupling eect, the occurrence of
the coupling eect is shown analytically.
Third, analytical expression for end-to-end delay for IEEE 802.11 string-topology multi-
hop networks is presented. For obtaining those expressions with high accuracy, frame-
collision and carrier-sensing probabilities with respect to each node under the non-saturated
condition are obtained. A new parameter, which is called as frame-existence probabil-
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ity, is dened for expressing the operation in non-saturated condition. These expressions
are associated as a network ow. The end-to-end delay of a string-topology multi-hop
network can be derived as the sum of the transmission delays in the network ow. The
analytical expressions are veried by comparing with simulation results.
Fourth, analytical expressions for end-to-end throughput of IEEE 802.11 string-topology
multi-hop networks are presented. These analytical expressions are the enhanced version
of the third proposed analytical model. The analytical expressions give throughput at any
hop number, any frame length, and any oered load. For achieving that, the proposed
analysis procedure includes two proposals for two problems, which are (i) analytical ex-
pressions in WMHNs until now are not valid for long frame communication such as video
streaming [15], and (ii) there is no analytical expression, which is valid for asymmetric
oered load in two-way ow situation. This analysis presents two proposals, which are:
(i) a relationship between the backo timer and frame length can be expressed by merging
the Bianchi's Markov-chain model [29] and airtime expression [9]-[16], (ii) the Bianchi's
Markov-chain models are modied for expressing the transmission process of two-way
ows with asymmetric oered load individually. Obtained analytical expressions have
been veried by the comparison with simulation results. Because it is possible to obtain
the throughput with both symmetric and asymmetric two-way trac ows, it is expected
that the analytical expressions may be applied to maximum capacity derivation of VoIP,
the TCP ow analysis, and more complicated network topology analyses.
These results enhance understanding for the essence of WMHNs. It is expected that
the results in this thesis contribute to various applications, such as system optimization,
network control and protocol design.
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1.3 Outline of Thesis
Figure 1.1 shows an outline of this thesis and relationship among chapters and sections.
Chapter 2 introduces analysis for IEEE 802.11 networks. The operation about IEEE
802.11 DCF is explained. As an analysis model for single-hop network, Bianchi's Markov-
chain model is introduced. In addition, Hidden node problem in the multi-hop network
is explained. As analytical procedure for multi-hop networks, airtime expression is intro-
duced.
Chapter 3 introduces the rst work.
Chapter 4 introduces the second work.
Chapter 5 introduces the third work.
Chapter 6 introduces the fourth work.
Chapter 7 makes overall conclusions and gives future problems.
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Chapter 2
Analysis for IEEE 802.11 networks
?? ABSTRACT ??
This chapter explains the operation of the IEEE 802.11 DCF and hidden node problem
in multi-hop network. The operation about IEEE 802.11 DCF is explained. As an analy-
sis model for single-hop network, Bianchi's Markov-chain model is introduced. By using
Bianchi's Markov-chain model, the behavior of BT decrement for network node can be
expressed explicitly. In addition, Hidden node problem in the multi-hop network is ex-
plained. As analytical procedure for multi-hop networks, airtime expression is introduced.
Because the channel-access situation can be expressed by using network-node airtimes,
frame-collision probabilities induced by hidden nodes can be expressed with simple form.
The individual network-node operations are associated by? ow constraint?conditions,
which express the Network-layer property.
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2.1 IEEE 802.11 DCF
Figure 2.1 shows () two-hop string topology multi-hop networks and () a timeline
example of the channel access of the IEEE 802.11 DCF [1]. In this network, Nodes 0 and
1 transmits a DATA frame to Nodes 1 and 2, respectively. In the IEEE 802.11 DCF, a
transmitter senses the channel state before starting a frame-transmission process (a) in
Fig 2.1. If transmitter senses no frame transmission during the Distributed InterFrame
Space (DIFS), the transmitter starts the frame-transmission process. When the transmit-
ter sense frame transmission of the nodes, which are in the carrier-sensing range of the
transmitter, the transmitter defers the transmission.
As the rst step of transmission process, each node decrements the BT before the
frame transmission. The initial value of BT is randomly chosen between 0 and minimum
value of Contention Window (CW) CWmin in (b) in Fig 2.1. Only when transmitter
sense that the channel is idle, transmitter decreases the BT. If the transmitter senses the
frame transmission of neighbor nodes, transmitter stops the BT decrement. The frame
transmission is started when the BT is equal to 0 (c). When both transmitter and the
neighbor nodes of the receiver transmit a frame simultaneously, the receiver cannot receive
the frame because of the frame collision (e).
If the frame reception is succeeded, the receiver sends the ACKnowledgement (ACK)
frame to the transmitter after waiting for the duration of the Short Inter Frame Space
(SIFS). By receiving the ACK frame, the transmitter recognizes the transmission success
(d). If the transmitter cannot receive the ACK frame from the receiver, the transmitter
recognizes that the transmission is failed. In case of the transmission failure, the transmit-
ter doubles the value of CW size, namely the value of BT for retransmission is randomly
chosen from between 0 and 2CWmin   1 (f). The transmitter, if which CW is equal to
maximum value of CW, keeps the value even if the transmission is failed. Namely, the
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value of CW for s-th retransmission is expressed as
ws =
8><>: 2
s(CWmin + 1)  1 0  s  L0   1
2L
0
(CWmin + 1)  1 = CWmax L0  s  L
; (2.1)
where CWmax is the value of maximum CW, CWmin is the value of maximum CW,
L is the number of retransmission limit and L0 = log2
CWmax+1
CWmin+1
. When the number of
retransmission-attempt reaches L, the frame is dropped. After the frame-transmission
success or the frame drop, the value of CW is reset to CWmin.
2.2 Single-hop Networks
2.2.1 Saturated Throughput Analysis based on Bianchi's Markov-
Chain model
The case that a xed number N of contending stations whose destination is a AP is
considered. The analysis in this section is based on the following assumptions, which
follow the assumptions in [2].
1. Each station has a single radio transceiver and all the network nodes use the same
radio channel.
2. There are no hidden terminals. Namely, all the nodes in the network can sense the
transmission of the other nodes.
3. Channel conditions of all the links are ideal. Namely, transmission failures occur
only due to frame collisions.
4. Each station always has at least one frame in the transmission buer.
Figure 2.2 shows Bianchi's Markov-chain model for BT-decrement state. In Fig. 2.2,
frame drop because of re-transmission limit is considered. In Fig. 2.2, the transition
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probabilities among the states are
Pf[s; t  1]j[s; t]g = 1;
Pf[s; t]j[s  1; 0]g = =(ws + 1);
Pf[0; t]j[s; 0]g = (1  )=(w0 + 1);
Pf[0; t]j[L; 0]g = 1=(w0 + 1);
(2.2)
where  is collision probability of each station. b[s; t] is dened as the stationary distri-
bution of the Markov-chain model. The sum of the stationary distributions is equal to
one, namely
LX
s=0
WsX
t=0
b[s; t] = b[0; 0]
LX
s=0
s
ws + 2
2
= 1; (2.3)
from which
b[0; 0] =
1
LX
s=0
s

ws + 2
2
 : (2.4)
Transmission probability in saturated condition is obtained as
 0 =
LX
s=0
b[s; 0] =
LX
s=0
s
LX
s=0
s(ws + 2)
2
: (2.5)
From the assumption 2, it is needed to consider the collisions among contending stations.
This type of collisions occurs only when the BTs of multiple stations in the network are
zero simultaneously. From the explanation of [2]-[11], the collision probability is obtained
as
 = 1  (1   0)N 1: (2.6)
From (2.5) and (2.6), there are two algebraic equations and two unknown values. There-
fore,  and  can be xed by using numerical method.
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The maximum throughput of the network is obtained as
E =
PsPtrP
(1  Ptr) + PsPtrT + Ptr(1  Ps)Tc ; (2.7)
where Tc = DIFS + FRAME, Ptr is the probability that at lease one station transmits
a DATA frame and Ps is the probability that a station successes the DATA transmission.
From [2], the expressions of Ptr and Ps can be obtained as
Ptr = 1  (1   0)N (2.8)
and
Ps =
N(1   0)N 1
Ptr
; (2.9)
respectively.
2.2.2 Bianchi's Markov-chain model considering Non-saturated
Condition
There are many analytical method for extending the Bianchi`s model to non-saturated
condition. In [4], In this subsection, the simplest one proposed in [8] is introduced.
 is dened only in saturated condition. For expressing both in non-saturated and
saturated condition, q is dened as the probability of a nonempty buer. q is depends
on network oered load. From (2.5), the transmission probability in both conditions is
expressed as
 = q 0 =
q
LX
s=0
s
LX
s=0
s(ws + 2)
2
: (2.10)
By obtaining the expression of q, from (2.7), network throughput for any oered load
can be obtained. Let  is the mean service time (in slots) of a frame on the saturated
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condition. Then, q is given by
q = P ( < ) = ; (2.11)
where  is frame arrival interval and  is frame-arrival rate. Obviously,  is depends on
network oered load. Because the average slot number of BT-decrement for one-frame
transmission success is expressed as (2.23), the mean service time is expressed as
 =  
LX
i=0
ws + 2
2
s; (2.12)
where 
 is the mean time (in slots) that elapses for one decrement of the BT. Note that
the one decrement of backo timer contains channel idle slot and busy one. Therefore,
we have
 = (1  Ptr) + PtrPsT + Ptr(1  Ps)Tc: (2.13)
 is expressed as a function of  because both Ptr and Ps are a function of  . From (2.6),
(2.7), (2.10), (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13), the network throughput for given network oered
load is obtained.
In the analytical procedure based on Bianchi model, however, it is assumed that collision
probabilities of all the stations are identical. Therefore, the heterogeneous network-node
operations along a network ow can not be considered.
2.3 Multi-hop Networks
2.3.1 Hidden Node Problem in the String-Topology Multi-hop
Networks
Figure 2.3 shows () four-hop string topology multi-hop networks and () a timeline
example of the channel access. In this network, Nodes 1 and 2 sense the transmission
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of Node 0. However, Node 3 can not sense the transmission of Node 0 and vice versa.
Therefore, there is a possibility that Nodes 0 and 3 transmit simultaneously. This re-
lationship between Nodes 0 and 3 is called as \hidden node". In this case, Node 1 can
not receive the DATA from Node 0 because of \hidden node collision". The hidden node
problem provides high packet drop rates and throughput degradations [13]-[20]. Network
nodes have dierent properties of hidden node collision because each node operates indi-
vidually. Therefore, the consideration of hidden node problems let the multi-hop network
throughput analysis be dicult. The description of hidden node collisions is a important
ant key technique for wireless multi-hop networks.
2.3.2 Maximum Throughput Analysis for IEEE 802.11 String-
Topology Multi-hop Networks using Airtime Expression
Figure 2.4 shows H-hop string-topology multi-hop network. The analysis in this section
is based on the following assumptions [13]-[20].
1. Each node has a single radio transceiver and all the network nodes use the same
radio channel.
2. Only the source node (Node 0) generates xed sized UDP data frames following
Poisson distribution. The destination of the frames is Node H.
3. Channel conditions of all the links are ideal. Namely, transmission failures occur
only due to frame collisions.
4. Frame collisions between DATA and ACK frames and those among the ACK-frames
transmissions can be ignored because ACK-frame length is shorter than DATA-
frame length.
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5. Node i can transmit DATA and ACK frame only to Nodes i1. Additionally, Nodes
i  1 and i  2 can sense Node-i transmissions. Namely, Nodes i and i + 3 are in
the hidden node relationships [22].
2.3.2.1 Airtime
The `airtime ' is time shares of the node states with respect to each node. The transmis-
sion airtime is the time share of frame transmissions, which includes both the successful-
and the failure-transmission times. The transmission airtime of Node i is expressed by
Xi = lim
Time!1
Si
Time
; (2.14)
where Si is the sum of the durations of the DATA frame transmission, ACK frame trans-
mission, DIFS and SIFS in Time. Si includes both the successful- and the failure-
transmission durations. Therefore, Xi includes both the successful- and the failure-
transmission times. By using the transmission airtime, MAC-layer properties can be
considered in average time eld.
The carrier-sensing airtime consists of the carrier-sensing durations. Therefore, the
carrier-sensing airtime is regarded as the sum of frame-transmission durations in all the
nodes in the carrier-sensing range. For expressing the carrier-sensing airtime, simultaneous
frame-transmissions among carrier-sensing range nodes should be considered. There is a
possibility that both Nodes i and i+ 3 can transmit frames because these two nodes are
in the hidden node relationship. Both Nodes i and i + 3 never transmit frames when
common carrier-sensing range nodes of Nodes i and i+ 3 transmit a frame. Because the
common carrier-sensing range nodes of Nodes i and i + 3 are Nodes i + 1 and i + 2, the
carrier-sensing airtime of Node i is
Yi =
i+2X
j=i 2
j 6=i
Xj  
i 1X
j=i 2

XjXj+3
1 Xj+1  Xj+2

  Xi 2Xi+2
1 Xi : (2.15)
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When a node is in neither transmission state nor carrier-sensing states, the channel
related with the node is idle. Namely, the channel-idle airtime is expressed as
Zi = 1 Xi   Yi
= 1 Xi  
i+2X
j=i 2
j 6=i
Xj +
i 1X
j=i 2

XjXj+3
1 Xj+1  Xj+2

+
Xi 2Xi+2
1 Xi : (2.16)
By using transmission airtime of Node i Xi and collision probability of Node i i, the
throughput of Node i is expressed as
Ei = Xi(1  i)P
T
; (2.17)
where T = DIFS+DATA+SIFS+ACK, in which DATA is the transmission time of
the DATA frame, DIFS is the duration of the DIFS, SIFS is the duration of the SIFS,
ACK is the transmission time of the ACK frame, and P is the payload size of DATA
frame.
2.3.2.2 Collision Probability
By using airtime, the hidden node collision probability is expressed. A hidden node
collision occurs when Node i starts to transmit a frame during the Node i+3 transmitting
a DATA-frame. The collision probability of this type hidden node collision is expressed
as

(1)
Hi
=
aXi+3
1 Xi+1  Xi+2 ; (2.18)
where a = DATA=(DIFS +DATA+ SIFS + ACK).
Additionally, a hidden node collision also occurs when the Node i+3 starts to transmit
a frame during the Node-i transmitting a DATA frame. The collision probability that
Node i + 3 starts to transmit a frame during the Node i transmits a DATA frame is
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expressed as

(2)
Hi
=
aXi
1 Xi+1  Xi+2 : (2.19)
Because the two types of hidden node collisions are disjoint events, the hidden node-
collision probability of Node i is
Hi = 
(1)
Hi
+ 
(2)
Hi
=
a(Xi+3 +Xi)
1 Xi+1  Xi+2 : (2.20)
2.3.2.3 Flow Constraint in Multi-hop Networks
The transmission airtimes of network nodes are xed by taking into account Network-
layer properties. Because each airtime depends on the states of neighbor nodes, transmis-
sion airtimes of network nodes are associated with Network-layer properties.
When the retransmission number reaches the retransmission limit L, the frame is
dropped following the DCF policy. Therefore, the throughput of each node should satisfy
Ei = Ei 1: (2.21)
The relationship in (2.21), which is called as the ow-constraint condition, expresses the
network-layer property.
2.3.2.4 Link Capacity Equation
There are H   1 equations with respect to H transmission airtimes from (2.21). It is
necessary to obtain one more equation about transmission airtime for xing the equations.
We obtain the equation by considering which node limits the network capacity in three-
hop network. When Node m is the link which limits the network capacity, from [18], Node
m satises
Xm = ZmGm
T

: (2.22)
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Equation (2.22) is called as \link capacity equation" [18]. Node-i transmission probability
in channel idle state is expressed as
Gi =
Ri
Ui
=
1 + i + 
2
i +   + Li
w0 + 1 + (w1 + 1)i + (w2 + 1)
2
i +   + (wL + 1)Li
2
=
LX
s=0
si
LX
i=0
ws + 1
2
si
; (2.23)
where Ri is the average number of transmission attempts for Node i, Ui is the average
slot number of BT-decrement for one-frame transmission success for Node i. Gi is de-
ned based on the assumption that the network is in saturated condition [21]. From the
expressions of (2.5) and (2.23), Gi is the same expression as 
0.
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From (2.17), (2.20), (2.21) and (2.22), we have 2H algebraic equations which are8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
Xm =
26641 Xm   m+2X
j=m 2
j 6=m
Xj
+
i 1X
j=m 2

XjXj+3
1 Xj+1  Xj+2

+
Xm 2Xm+2
1 Xm
#

LX
s=0
si
LX
i=0
ws + 1
2
si
 T

;
X0(1  0) = X1(1  (1;2));
X1(1  1) = X2(1  2);
...
XH 2(1  H 2) = xH 1(1  H 1);
0 =
a(X0 +X3)
1 X1  X2 ;
1 =
a(X1 +X4)
1 X2  X3 ;
...
H 4 =
a(XH 4 +XH 1)
1 XH 3  XH 2 ;
H 3 = H 2 = H 1 = 0
(2.24)
When we consider m = 0; 1; 2;    ; H 2; H 1 in (2.24), we obtain H maximum network
throughputs. The minimum value of them should be the maximum throughput in the
network.
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Figure 2.1: () String topology two-hop networks and () a time-series example of the
channel access of the IEEE 802.11 DCF
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Figure 2.3: () String topology two-hop networks and () a timeline example of the
channel access of the IEEE 802.11 DCF
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Figure 2.4: Network topology used for analysis.
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Chapter 3
Backo-Stage Synchronization (BSS)
in Multi-hop Networks
?? ABSTRACT ??
In IEEE 802.11 WMHNs, from the design policy of DCF, it has been assumed that each
node obtains transmission opportunities family and randomly. From the investigation
in this chapter, however, the unexpected phenomenon occurrence in the multi-hop net-
work, which collapses this assumption, is found. This special phenomenon is named as
\Backo-Stage Synchronization (BSS)". The occurrence mechanisms of BSS and the suf-
cient conditions for BSS occurrence are obtained. By using windows fairness index, the
characteristic of BSS, which is coexistence of fair transmission in long time range and un-
fair transmission in short time range, is extracted. The impact of BSS on communication
in IEEE 802.11 multi-hop network is discussed. By considering the characteristics of BSS,
the detection method of BSS is proposed.
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3.1 Backo-Stage Synchronization (BSS) in IEEE 802.11
Multi-hop Networks
3.1.1 Unexpected Phenomenon in IEEE 802.11 Multi-hop Net-
works
In WMHNs, each node in the network decrements own BT individually. Therefore,
it is assumed in conventional multi-hop network analyses [2]-[6] that each node obtains
transmission opportunity fairly and randomly. In [6], analytical expression of maximum
throughput for string-topology multi-hop networks with two-way ows has been obtained.
Following the conventional analyses, it is also assumed that each node obtains the trans-
mission opportunities fairly and randomly. Figure 3.1 shows versus number of hop in
a string topology multi-hop network with two-way ows. It is seen from Fig. 3.1 that
analytical predictions agree with simulation results well. However, only analytical pre-
diction in three-hop network diers from simulation result. It is supposed that a special
phenomenon, which is unexpected among network designers, occurs in string-topology
three-hop network as shown in Figure 3.2.
The analysis from [6] is based on the assumptions as same as those in Section. 2.3.2.
In Fig. 3.2, Nodes 0 and 3 are in the hidden-node relationship. It has been supposed
that there is no mutuality among network nodes. This is because IEEE 802.11 DCF is
designed for achieving fair and random transmission opportunities among network nodes.
Figure 3.3 shows timeline of transmission attempts for each node in the three-hop net-
work. Table 3.1 gives the system parameters in this scenario. These are based on IEEE
802.11a [1]. It is seen from Fig. 3.3 that Node 1 and 2 obtain fair and random trans-
missions. In short-time range (a) and (c) in Fig. 3.3, however, consecutive transmission
failures of Node 3 occurs. Namely, Node 3 has few transmission opportunities. In short-
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time range (b) and (d) in Fig. 3.3, on the other hand, consecutive transmission failures
of Node 0 occur. In this thesis, the consecutive transmission-success duration is named
as WIN state. In addition, the consecutive transmission-failure duration is named as
DEFEAT state. It is seen from Fig. 3.3 that WIN state and DEFEAT state appear alter-
natively. Namely, there is mutuality between Nodes 0 and 3. Following the IEEE 802.11
DCF design policy, it is supposed that there is no relationship between Nodes 0 and 3.
The assumption that all the nodes obtain fair and random transmission opportunities is
not satised in three-hop network.
3.1.2 The occurrence mechanism of BSS
The mechanism of this network-dynamics occurrence is explained by using the channel
access examples of Nodes 0 and 3 in the three hop network as shown in Fig. 3.4. In this
scenario, it is assumed that network oered load is heavy. Namely, all the nodes always
have at least one frame in the transmission buer. In this network topology, all the nodes
sense the transmissions of Nodes 1 and 2. When Node 1 or 2 transmits a frame, both
Nodes 0 and 3 do not decrease own BT. Namely, Nodes 1 and 2 do not make eect on the
transmission-start-time dierence between Nodes 0 and 3. Therefore, the channel access
example of Nodes 1 and 2 is excluded from Fig. 3.4.
(a) in Fig. 3.4 is the situation that both Nodes 0 and 3 choose own initial value of
BT from [0, CWmin]. Obviously, the transmission-start-time dierence between Nodes
0 and 3 is smaller than CWmin even if Nodes 0 and 3 set any value of BT in this sit-
uation. h is dened as slot number for transmitting one frame, which is expressed as
h = (FRAME + SIFS + ACK) =. In this situation, h is 20 slot following the explana-
tion in [6]. In the network as shown in Fig 3.2, h for any FRAME length is larger than
CWmin. Therefore, frame-transmission collision occurs in (b) because Node 0 starts a
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frame transmission before Node 3 nishes a frame transmission. Following IEEE 802.11
DCF operations, both Nodes 0 and 3 double the CW value after the collision. When
transmission-start-time dierence between Nodes 0 and 3 is larger than h, Node 0 or 3
succeeds the frame transmission. The case that Node 0 succeeds the transmission (c)
in Fig. 3.4 is considered. Due to transmission success, Node 0 resets the value of CW
following the description in DCF. Because the BT of Node 0 is chosen from the range of
[0,CWmin], Node 0 can transmit a frame with small holding time. On the other hand,
Node 3 still decreases the BT in (c). In the situation, there is a high possibility that
frame collision occurs between Nodes 0 and 3. In Fig. 3.4, it is assumed the case that
the frame collision occurs in (d). Following the DCF, two nodes double the value of CW
after the collision. Note that the Node-3 CW value is 4CWmin though Node-0 CW value
is 2CWmin. In the next transmission attempt, of course, Node 0 transmits a frame with
high success probability because the holding time of Node 3 is much longer than that of
Node 0. As a result, Node 0 always transmits a frame successfully with small holding
time. Namely, Node 0 is in WIN state. On the other hand, Node 3 always fails the
transmission. Therefore, Node 3 is in DEFEAT state. When Node 3 fails L-th frame
transmission at (e) and the transmission frame is dropped, Node 3 can escape from DE-
FEAT state. Following the operation in DCF, Node 3 resets the value of CW for next
frame transmission at (f). On the other hand, the value of CW with respect to Node 0 is
2CWmin. In the next transmission attempts, Node 3 transmits a frame with high success
probability. Therefore, the relationship between Nodes 0 and 3 reverses. Namely, Node
3 is in WIN state and Node 0 is in DEFEAT state. The network dynamics is repeated
alternatively. In enough long-time range, Nodes 0 and 3 obtain fair transmission oppor-
tunities. In short-time range, however, the transmission opportunities of Nodes 0 and 3
become unfair. In this thesis, this phenomenon is named as \Backo-Stage Synchroniza-
tion (BSS)". This phenomenon is one of the coupling eects in IEEE 802.11 multi-hop
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networks.
3.1.3 Sucient Conditions for BSS Occurrence
For the explanation, it is assumed that BSS occurs between Nodes I and J . The
receivers of the frame transmitted by Nodes I and J are Nodes i and j, respectively.
Node I can not sense the frame transmission of Node J and vice versa. This means that
Nodes I and J are in the hidden node relationship.
The case that Node I is in WIN state and Node J is DEFEAT state is considered. From
above investigation in Section 3.1.1, for escaping from DEFEAT state, the Node J needs
to succeed the frame transmission or drops the frame due to L-th frame-transmission
failure. However, there is a low probability that Node J succeed the frame transmission.
Node I always transmit a frame with small holding time because Node I is in WIN
state. Most of Node-I holding time is decided from the range of [0,CWmin]. Because
Node-I holding time for frame transmission is longer than h, Node I always transmits a
frame before Node J nish the frame transmission. However, if h is smaller than CWmin,
Node J can nish the frame transmission even Node J is in DEFEAT state. In this case
that frame size is small, it is supposed that the consecutive transmission success does
not occur and the fairness and randomness among network nodes are maintained. From
above considerations, the one of the sucient conditions for BSS occurrence is
h > CWmin: (3.1)
There is a relationship between BSS occurrence and backo operation of Nodes I and
J . It is important factor that Nodes I and J always decrement own BT simultaneously.
If Nodes I, which is in WIN state, has no frame in the buer, Node J can transmit a
frame successfully. Namely, one of the synchronization occurrence factors is that Nodes
I and J always have at least one frame in the buer. This means one of the sucient
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conditions is that network is in saturated condition.
If there are some nodes, which make eect on the transmission-star-time dierence
between Nodes I and J , the two node do not always decrement own BT simultaneously.
If carrier-sensing range nodes of Node J is within the carrier-sensing range of Node I, both
Nodes I and J always decrease own BT. Therefore, third condition for BSS occurrence is
8 ((I)) 2 (J); (3.2)
where (I) is the set of carrier-sensing node number of Node I. In addition, it is necessary
that Nodes-I frame collides with Node-J frame. Therefore, fourth condition for BSS
occurrence is
i; j 2 (I) \ (J): (3.3)
Now, four sucient conditions for BSS occurrence are obtained. BSS occurs between
Nodes I and J when these conditions are satised.
Here, the results in [6] are considered. As mentioned before, the analytical results in [6]
agree with simulation ones except for three-hop network. When hop number is more than
four, the two nodes, which are in the hidden node relationship, do not decrement the BT
simultaneously. As the example, the case of ve-hop network is considered. Figure 3.6
shows string topology ve-hop network. In ve-hop network, Nodes 0 and 3, 1 and 4, and,
2 and 5 are in the hidden node relationship. Because Nodes 4 and 5 can interrupt the
BT-decrement of Node 3, Nodes 0 and 3 do not always decease the BT simultaneously.
As hop number increases, these interruptions increase. Therefore, it is supposed that BSS
disappears and network nodes obtain fair and random transmission opportunities. This
is the cause that analytical results agree with simulation ones when the hop number is
more than four. Namely, this result indicates that the cause of the dierence in three-hop
network is the eect of BSS occurrence.
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3.1.4 BSS in Chain Topology Multi-hop Network with One-Way
Flow: Another Example of BSS
In this subsection, another example of BSS is introduced. Figure 3.7 shows chain-
topology 5 hop network with one-way ow. In Fig. 3.7, only Node 0 generates data
frames of which destination is Node 4. The system parameter of this scenario is based on
Tab. 3.1. Nodes 0 and 3 are in the hidden node relation ship. Nodes 0 and 3 sense the
frame transmissions of Nodes 1, 2 and 4. Therefore, it is seen that the (3.2) and (3.3)
are satised in Fig. 3.7. It is supposed that the BSS occurs when the network has heavy
oered load and h > CWmin. Figure 3.8 shows the timeline of transmission attempts for
each node in the chain-topology ve-hop network topology. The simulation parameters are
given in Tab. 3.1 and oered load is 1.32 Mbps. In this scenario, h is 20 slot, which is larger
than CWmin. It is seen from Fig. 3.8 WIN and DEFEAT sates appear alternatively, which
shows BSS occurrence. This results suggest that the BSS occurs even the simple network
topology if the conditions are satised. The BSS causes the unfairness of transmission
opportunities, large transmission delay and frame drop, which are serious problem for
communication on IEEE 802.11. This results shows wireless multi-hop network should be
designed carefully considering network dynamics.
3.2 Impact on Communication
3.2.1 Short-Time-Range Unfairness and Long-Time-Range Fair-
ness
As mentioned in the previous section, the BSS causes unfairness of the transmission
opportunities in the short time range. In long time range, however, fair transmissions
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are kept because WIN and DEFEAT states appear alternatively. By using the window
fairness index [8], this feature is conrmed.
A enough long sequence of transmission-success pattern of Nodes I and J is needed for
calculating the index. As the rst step, a sequence of which size is d length is extracted
from the l-th elements of the enough long sequence as shown in as shown in Fig. 3.9.
From the sequence of which size is d length, the rate of number of node-l transmission
success to d elements jl;d is obtained. In the example of Fig. 3.9, 
1
I;4=0.25, 
1
J;4=0.75,    .
In l-th window, it is always satised  lI;4 + 
l
J;4 = 1. The fairness index between Nodes-I
and J transmission success at the l-th window is obtained as
dl =
( lI;d + 
l
J;d)
2
2

( lI;d)
2 + ( lJ;d)
2)
	 : (3.4)
By calculating the sum of fairness index at all the window of which size is d, the index
for evaluating fair transmission between Nodes I and J is obtained as
(d) =
NX
j=1
jd
N
; (3.5)
where N is the number of the elements included in long sequence. When Nodes I and
J obtain fair transmission opportunities perfectly, the value of (d) is equal to one.
Conversely, when Nodes-i and J transmission is completely unfair, the value of (d) is
0.5. By calculating each window size, fairness index for both short and long time range
is obtained.
Figure 3.10 shows the window fairness index between the Nodes 0 and 3 transmissions
versus the window size for xed oered load in the string-topology three-hop network.
The maximum throughput is 1.9 Mbps in this network. Therefore, it is supposed that the
network has heavy oered load when oered load is higher than 1.9 Mbps. Fig. 3.10 shows
that Nodes 0 and 3 obtain fair transmission successes in both short and long time range
when network oered load is light. On the other hand, transmission successes between
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Nodes 0 and 3 are unfair in short time range when oered load is higher than 1.9 Mbps.
In addition, fair transmission success between Nodes 0 and 3 obtained in long time range
when oered load is higher than 1.9 Mbps. It is conrmed that the fairness in long time
range and the unfairness in short time range coexist, which is the one of the features of
BSS. It is seen from the se results that (d) is one of the index for evaluating whether
BSS occurs or not.
By using window fairness index, the communication on IEEE 802.11 networks for vari-
ous applications under the BSS occurrence is discussed. Figure 3.11 shows window fairness
index versus the window size for xed h in the three-hop network. In Fig. 3.11, h = 20; 74,
and 84 are for voice, video, and background frame transmissions, respectively. The net-
work oered load is adjusted for achieving the maximum throughput at any h. Fig. 3.11
shows that the fair transmission success in long time range and unfair transmission success
in short time range coexists when h is 20. It is also seen from Fig. 3.11 that the value of
(d) for h=74 and 84 is higher than that for h=20. The transmission number decrease as
the duration of one frame transmission is longer. Therefore, the transmission unfairness
become weak when frame length is long. These results suggests that BSS regardless of
data-frame type.
3.2.2 Network Dynamics with Request To Send / Clear To Send
Handshake
There is a technology called as Request To Send/ Clear To Send (RTS/CTS) for mitigat-
ing the impact of hidden node problem. By using RTS/CTS handshake before data-frame
transmission, hidden node collisions can be avoided. However, the duration for one frame-
transmission success becomes longer because RTS/CTS handshakes are overheads. In this
subsection, the network dynamics with and without RTS/CTS handshake is discussed.
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Figure 3.12 shows maximum throughput versus number of hop in a string topology
multi-hop network with and without RTS/CTS. In the communication with RTS/CTS,
it is assumed that the transmission range is the same as carrier-sensing range. From the
investigation in [7], it has been supposed that the network performance in this situation is
similar to that in IEEE 802.11 DCF without RTS/CTS in which carrier-sensing range is
twice as the transmission range. It is seen from Fig. 3.12 that this consideration is satised
except for three hop network. When hop number is three, maximum throughput of IEEE
802.11 DCF without RTS/CTS is higher than that with RTS/CTS. As described in Sec-
tion 3.1.1, BSS occurs in three-hop network with IEEE 802.11 DCF without RTS/CTS.
On the other hand, BSS does not occur three hop network with IEEE 802.11 DCF with
RTS/CTS because the duration for RTS-frame transmission is shorter than CWmin. This
result suggests that the BSS occurrence enhances the network throughput. Under the
BSS occurrence situation, a node can send a data frame consecutively with few overheads
and small collision probability. In this sense, the BSS occurrence is similar to frame ag-
gregation [9]. Note that the network dynamics makes the network performance enhanced.
In BSS occurrence, the network-throughput enhancing is positive eect for communi-
cation on IEEE 802.11. However, the frame drop and large transmission delay is negative
factors. This relationship is trade o. From the viewpoint of transmission delay, the BSS
should be avoided for real time applications such as VoIP and video streaming.
3.3 BSS Detection
As one of the features of BSS occurrence, WIN state and DEFEAT state always appear
simultaneously as shown in Fig.3.3. Additionally, a node switches between the WIN and
DEFEAT states alternatively. In this subsection, BSS detection method is proposed.
Figure 3.13 shows the example of timelines of successful transmission, failed transmission
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and their backo-stage number for a certain node transmissions. In Fig. 3.13, the l-the
duration of WIN state is obtained as
WDl = 1;l   0;l: (3.6)
Additionally, the duration of DEFEAT state is obtained as
DDl = 0;l+1   1;l: (3.7)
In this method, the denitions of 1 and 0 are important. When a node succeeds the
frame transmissions, which are transmitted from the rst, second and third backo stage
in the DEFEAT state, three times in a row, the node recognizes to transit to WIN state
from DEFEAT state. When a node fails the transmission, which is transmitted from the
fourth backo state or later in the WIN state, the node recognizes to transit to DEFEAT
state from WIN state. 0 is determined as the time when a node transit to WIN state from
DEFEAT one. Similarly, 0 is determined as the time when a node transit to DEFEAT
state from WIN one.
The index for the BSS detection with respect sequence time Ts is dened as a the ratio
of the sum of WDl and that of DDl, namely
	(Ts) =
TsX
l
DDl
TsX
l
WDl
: (3.8)
When the BSS occurs, 	 is equal to one.
Figure 3.14 shows an index for the BSS detection with respect to Node 0 versus the
data sequence time Ts. It is seen from Fig. 3.14 that index for BSS detection approaches
to one in three hop network with both 2.0 Mbps and 2.5 Mbps where BSS occurs. The
BSS does not occur in the other cases. It is conrmed that proposed index can detect
BSS occurrence.
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3.4 Conclusion
This chapter has presented the investigation about the special phenomenon. This phe-
nomenon is named as \Backo-Stage Synchronization (BSS)". The BSS-occurrence mech-
anisms and the sucient conditions for BSS occurrence have been obtained. By using
windows fairness index, the characteristic of BSS, which is coexistence of fair transmission
in long time range and unfair transmission in short time range, has been extracted. The
impact of BSS on communication in IEEE 802.11 multi-hop network has been discussed.
By considering the characteristics of BSS, the detection method of BSS has been proposed.
Under the BSS occurrence, each node can not work following design policy of the protocol
even each node operates following the description of the protocol. From the viewpoint of
network science as well as communication, the BSS is interesting phenomenon.
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Table 3.1: System Parameters
Data rate 18 Mbps
Control bit rate 12 Mbps
Transmission range 60 m
Carrier sensing range 115 m
Distance of each node 45 m
RTS-frame size 20 bytes (10 slot)
voice-frame size 200 bytes (20 slot)
video-frame size 1300 bytes (74 slot)
Background frame size 1500 bytes (84 slot)
ACK frame size 10 bytes
CWmin 15
CWmax 1023
SIFS 16 sec
DIFS 34 sec
 9 sec
Retry limit limit (L) 7
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Figure 3.1: Maximum throughput versus number of hop in a string topology multi-hop
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ve-hops network with two-way ows.
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Figure 3.10: Window fairness index between the Nodes 0 and 3 transmissions versus the
window size for xed oered load in the three-hop network.
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Figure 3.11: Window fairness index between the Nodes 0 and 3 versus window size for
xed h in the three-hop network.
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Figure 3.12: Maximum throughput versus number of hop in a string topology multi-hop
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Chapter 4
Analytical Expressions for IEEE
802.11 Multi-hop Network with
Backo-Stage Synchronization
?? ABSTRACT ??
Backo-Stage Synchronization (BSS), which is special network dynamics in the multi-hop
network, causes a serious problem on communication. In the network with the coupling
eect, each node can not work along with the design policy of IEEE 802.11 DCF even
though they do based on the description of the protocol. This chapter presents analytical
expressions for IEEE 802.11 multi-hop network with BSS. For taking the features of the
coupling eect into account the analytical expressions, the modied Bianchi's Markov-
chain models, which express the operation with respect to each network node, are pro-
posed. Obtained analytical expressions are veried by the comparison with simulation
and experimental results.
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4.1 Maximum Throughput Analysis taking into ac-
count BSS
The string-topology three-hop network with two-way ows as shown in Fig. 3.2 is the
analysis subject in this chapter. The analysis in this chapter is based on the following
assumptions, which follow the assumptions in [1]-[8].
1. Each node has a single radio transceiver and all the network nodes use the same
radio channel.
2. Nodes 0 and 3 generate the xed sized UDP data of which payload size is P .
3. Channel conditions of all the links are ideal. Namely, transmission failures occur
only due to frame collisions.
4. The network is in saturated condition. Therefore, all the nodes have at least one
frame in the buer.
The following explanation, the network link from Node i to Node i  1 is expressed as
(i; i 1).
4.1.1 Derivation of Maximum Throughput
In this chapter, we use the airtime expressions. The transmission airtime for (i; i 1)
is expressed by
x(i;i1) = lim
Time!1
S(i;i1)
Time
; (4.1)
where S(i;i1) is the sum of the durations of the DATA transmission, ACK transmis-
sion, DIFS and SIFS for (i; i  1). S(i;i1) includes both the successful- and the failure-
transmission durations with respect to (i; i  1). Because Node i has two links, the
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transmission airtime of Node i is expressed as
Xi = x(i;i+1) + x(i;i 1); (4.2)
where x(0; 1) = x(3;4) = 0.
Following (2.15), carrier-sensing airtime of Node i is
Yi =
8>>>>><>>>>>:
X1 +X2; for i = 0 and 3
X0 +X2 +X3   X0X3
1 X1  X2 ; for i = 1
X0 +X1 +X3   X0X3
1 X1  X2 ; for i = 2
: (4.3)
The channel-idle airtime is obtained as (2.16).
For deriving the maximum throughput of network, the transmission airtimes with re-
spect to each link need to be xed. In the maximum throughput situation, throughputs
of all the links are same as maximum throughput. Because no frame drops occur in Nodes
1 and 2, throughputs of all links should be the same. Therefore, the ow constraint is
obtained as
e(0;1) = e(1;2) = e(2;3);
e(3;2) = e(2;1) = e(1;0); (4.4)
where e(i;i1) is throughput for (i; i 1), which is expressed as
e(i;i1) = x(i;i1)(1  (i;i1))P
T
: (4.5)
In (4.5), (i;i1) is the collision probability of (i; i 1). From the assumption investigated
in Section 3.1.1, the end-to-end throughput of Flow 1 is same as that of Flow 2. Therefore,
we have
e(1;2) = e(1;0)
e(2;1) = e(2;1)
: (4.6)
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When Node m is the link which limits the network capacity, link capacity equation is
obtained as (2.22). From (4.5), (4.4), (4.6) and (2.22), we have six algebraic equations
which are 8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
Xm = (1 Xm   Ym) 0m
T

;
x(0;1)(1  (0;1)) = x(1;2)(1  (1;2));
x(0;1)(1  (0;1)) = x(2;3)(1  (2;3));
x(0;1)(1  (0;1)) = x(3;2)(1  (3;2));
x(0;1)(1  (0;1)) = x(2;1)(1  (2;1));
x(0;1)(1  (0;1)) = x(0;1)(1  (0;1)):
(4.7)
When we have the expressions of (i;j) and 
0
i , these equations can be xed. When
we consider m = 0; 1; 2 and 3 in (4.7), we obtain four maximum network throughputs.
The minimum value of them should be the maximum throughput in the network. In the
following section, derivations of (i;j) and i are investigated by tanking into account the
features of the BSS in string-topology three-hop network.
4.1.2 Frame-collision probability and transmission probability:
The analytical expression of BSS in three-hop network
Obviously, Nodes 1 and 2 have two links though Nodes 0 and 3 have one link. For
deriving the transmission and collision probabilities with respect to each link, therefore,
it is necessary to consider Nodes 1 and 2, and Nodes 0 and 3, separately. New Markov-
chain models for Nodes 1 and 2 and Nodes 0 and 3 are proposed. In the case of Nodes 1
and 2, we a Markov-chain model taking into account two-way ows are proposed. In the
case of Nodes 0 and 3, additionally, we Markov-chain models taking into account the BSS
are proposed. Note that four features of the BSS are considered for deriving the collision
and transmission probabilities with respect to Nodes 0 and 3.
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4.1.2.1 Nodes 1 and 2
Nodes 1 and 2 have two links. For expressing two dierent links, Bianchi's Markov-
chain model is modied. Figure 4.1 shows a Markov-chain model, which corresponds to
two-way ows. In Fig. 4.1, two Bianchi's Markov-chain models are coupled by the ow-
usage probabilities (i;i1). The left-hand side and the right-hand side of Fig. 4.1 express
the BT decrements of (i; i  1) and (i; i + 1), respectively. The ow-usage probability of
(i; i 1) is dened as the probability that the destination node of transmission frame at
the top of Node-i buer is Node i 1. We assume the ow-usage probability of (i; i 1)
is equal to the rate of throughput for (i; i 1) to sum of the throughputs of (i; i+1) and
(i; i  1), namely
(i;i1) =
e(i;i1)
e(i;i+1) + e(i;i 1)
; for i = 1 and 2: (4.8)
In Fig. 4.1, transition probabilities are
Pf[s; t  1; f ]j[s; t; f ]g = 1;
Pf[0; t; 1]j[s; 0; f ]g = (i;i+1)(1  (i;i1))
w0 + 1
;
Pf[0; t; 2]j[s; 0; f ]g = (i;i 1)(1  (i;i1))
w0 + 1
;
Pf[0; t; 1]j[L; 0; f ]g = (i;i+1)
w0 + 1
;
Pf[0; t; 2]j[L; 0; f ]g = (i;i 1)
w0 + 1
;
Pf[s; t; 1]j[s  1; 0; 1]g = (i;i+1)
wi + 1
;
Pf[s; t; 2]j[s  1; 0; 2]g = (i;i 1)
wi + 1
:
(4.9)
Let the stationary distribution of the Markov-chain model in Fig. 4.1 be a[s; t; f ]. Because
sum of the stationary distribution of Markov-chain model is equal to one, we have
LX
s=0
WsX
t=0
2X
f=1
a[s; t; f ] =
LX
s=0
 
s(i;i+1)a[0; 0; 1] + 
s
(i;i 1)a[0; 0; 2]
Ws + 2
2

= 1 (4.10)
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From (4.9),
a[0; 0; 1] = (i;i+1)
"
(1  (i;i+1))
L 1X
s=0
a[s; 0; 1] + a[L; 0; 1]
#
+(i;i 1)
"
(1  (i;i 1))
L 1X
s=0
a[s; 0; 2]+a[L; 0; 2]
#
= (i;i+1)a[0; 0; 1] + (i;i+1)a[0; 0; 2]; (4.11)
from which
a[0; 0; 1]
a[0; 0; 2]
=
(i;i+1)
1  (i;i+1) =
(i;i+1)
(i;i 1)
: (4.12)
From (4.6), we have (i;i1) = 12 . Therefore, from (4.10) and (4.12), we have
a[0; 0; 1] =
1
LX
s=0
(ws + 2)
s
(i;i+1)
a[0; 0; 2] =
1
LX
s=0
(ws + 2)
s
(i;i 1)
: (4.13)
The transmission probability of Node i is expressed as
i =
LX
s=0
2X
f=1
a[s; 0; f ]
=
LX
s=0
(s(i;i+1) + 
s
(i;i 1))
LX
s=0
(
ws + 2
2
)(s(i;i+1) + 
s
(i;i 1))
: (4.14)
It is seen from Fig. 3.2 that the frames transmitted by Nodes 1 and 2 collides with the
node in the carrier-sensing range. Therefore, collision probabilities of links (i; i 1) are
(i;i+1) =
8><>: 1  (1  0)(1  2)(1  3); for i = 11  (1  1)(1  3); for i = 2 (4.15)
and
(i;i 1) =
8><>: 1  (1  0)(1  1)(1  3); for i = 21  (1  2)(1  0); for i = 1 (4.16)
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4.1.2.2 Nodes 0 and 3
For obtaining the analytical expressions for Nodes 0 and 3, the hidden-node collision
and BSS should be considered. We focus on four features of the BSS: (1) the collision
probability for the low backo stage is much lower than that for high backo stage, (2)
Node 3 is always in low backo stage when Node 0 is in high backo stage and vice versa,
(3) a node in WIN state and a node in DEFEAT state always appear simultaneously.
Figure 4.2 shows the Markov-chain model for Nodes 0 and 3. For expressing the feature
(1), the Markov-chain model is divided into two parts, namely the front part and the rear
part [10]. In Fig. 4.2, backo stages from 0 to B is the front part and the backo stages
from B + 1 to L is the rear part. From the feature of the BSS, the boundary between
front part and rear part is depends on the duration of the frame transmission and the
value of CWmin. Let F be the minimum backo stage which satises wF  h, where h.
If the backo stages of Nodes 0 and 3 are smaller than l, both frame transmissions are
collided. Namely, which node is in WIN state or DEFEAT state is not decided in this
situation. Therefore, backo stages from 0 to F   1 should belong the front part. The
boundary exists at least F to L. Therefore, we dene the boundary of the backo-stage
number between front and rear parts is B = F + dL F
2
e.
In Fig. 4.2, FPi and RPi is collision probability of front part and that of rear part of
Node i, respectively. In Markov-Chain model as shown in Fig. 4.2, transition probabilities
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are
Pf[s; t]j[s; t  1]g = 1; 0  s  L
Pf[0; t]j[s; 0]g = (1  FPi)=(w0 + 1); 0  s  B
Pf[0; t]j[s; 0]g = (1  RPi)=(w0 + 1); B + 1  s  L
Pf[s; t]j[s  1; 0]g = FPi=(ws + 1); 1  s  B
Pf[s; t]j[s  1; 0]g = RPi=(ws + 1); B + 1  s  L
Pf[0; t]j[L; 0]g = 1=(w0 + 1):
(4.17)
Let the stationary distribution of the Markov-chain model in Fig. 4.1 be b[s; t]i. The
sum of the stationary distribution is equal to one, namely
LX
s=0
wsX
t=0
b[s; t]i = b[0; 0]i
"
BX
s=0
sFPi(
ws + 2
2
) + BFPi
LX
s=B+1
s BRPi (
ws + 2
2
)
#
= 1 (4.18)
From (4.18), we have
b[0; 0]i =
1
BX
s=0
sFPi(
ws + 2
2
) + BFPi
LX
s=B+1
s BRPi (
ws + 2
2
)
: (4.19)
Therefore, front and rear-part transmission probability of Node i is
FPi =
BX
s=0
b[s; 0]i =
BX
s=0
sFPib[0; 0]i
=
BX
i=0
sFPi
BX
s=0
sFPi(
ws + 2
2
) + BFPi
LX
s=B+1
s BRPi (
ws + 2
2
)
; (4.20)
and
RPi =
LX
i=B+1
b[s; 0]i = 
B
FPi
LX
s=B+1
s BRPi b[0; 0]i
=
FFPi
LX
s=B+1
sFPi
BX
s=0
sFPi(
ws + 2
2
) +
LX
s=B+1
BFPi
s B
RPi
(
ws + 2
2
)
; (4.21)
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respectively.
The transmission probabilities of Nodes 0 and 3 are expressed as
i = FPi + RPi : (4.22)
The collision probability of (0; 1) and (3; 2) are expressed as average of f(i;j) and r(i;j) ,
namely
(0;1) =
FP0
0
FP0 +
RP0
0
RP0
(3;2) =
FP3
3
FP3 +
RP3
3
RP3
: (4.23)
The analytical expressions of FPi and RPi are obtained by considering the BSS feature
(2), (3) and (4). From Table 4.1, Node 0 is WIN state or DEFEAT state when Node 3
is in front part, and vice versa. Conversely, Node 0 is DEFEAT state when node 3 is in
rear part, and vice versa. Here, another Markov-chain model for Nodes 0 and 3 as shown
in Fig. 4.3, which expresses WIN and DEFEAT states of Nodes 0 and 3, is proposed.
(a) in Fig. 4.3 indicates the operation of a Node i in WIN state and (b) in Fig. 4.3
indicates that in DEFEAT state. The collision probabilities with respect to two states
is dened as WSi for the WIN state and DSi for the DEFEAT one. This is because
the collision probability of the WIN state is much lower than the DEFEAT state, that is
obviously seen from Fig. 3.5. In Fig. 4.3, transition probabilities are
Pf[s; t  1]WSij[s; t]WSig = 1
Pf[s; t]WSij[s  1; 0]WSig = WSi=(ws + 1); 1  s  B
Pf[0; t]WSij[s; 0]WSig = (1  WSi)=(w0 + 1); 0  s  B
Pf[0; t]WSij[B; 0]WSig = 1=(w0 + 1):
(4.24)
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and
Pf[s; t  1]DSij[s; t]DSig = 1
Pf[s; t]DSij[s  1; 0]DSig = DSi=(ws + 1); 1  s  L
Pf[0; t]DSij[s; 0]DSi)g = (1  DSi)=(w0 + 1); 0  s  L  1
Pf[0; t]DSij[L; 0]DSig = 1=(w0 + 1):
(4.25)
The stationary distributions of the Markov-chain model of WIN state and that of DE-
FEAT state are dened as c[s; t]WSi and c[s; t]DSi , respectively. Because the sum of the
stationary distribution of the Markov-chain is equal to one, we have
BX
s=0
wiX
t=0
c[s; t]WSi = c[0; 0]WSi
BX
s=0
swi(
ws + 2
2
) = 1
LX
s=0
wiX
t=0
c[s; t]DSi = c[0; 0]DSi
LX
s=0
swi(
ws + 2
2
) = 1
(4.26)
From (4.26),
c[0; 0]WSi =
1
BX
s=0
ws + 2
2
sWSi
c[0; 0]DSi =
1
LX
s=0
ws + 2
2
sDSi
: (4.27)
Transmission probability of Node i in WIN state and that in DEFEAT state is expressed
as
WSi =
BX
s=0
c(s; 0)WSi =
BX
s=0
sWSi
BX
i=0
sWSi(
ws + 2
2
)
DSi =
LX
s=0
c(s; 0)DSi =
LX
s=0
sDSi
LX
i=0
sDSi(
ws + 2
2
)
; (4.28)
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respectively.
The mean duration that Node i is in WIN state and that in DEFEAT state is expressed
as
WSi = (1  WSi) + WSi
h
(1  WSi)T + WS(i;j)Tc
i
DSi = (1  DSi)  + DSi [(1  DSi)T + DSiTc]
; (4.29)
where Tc = DIFS + FRAME. When Node 0 or 3 is in the front part, the node belongs
to between the two states. Because WIN state and DEFEAT state appear alternatively,
the probability that Node i belongs to WIN state is expressed as the ratio of WSi to the
sum of WSi and DSi , namely

i =
WSi
WSi +DSi
: (4.30)
The collision probability of front part with respect to Node i is obtained as
FPi = 
iWSi + (1  
i)DSi (4.31)
Because the DEFEAT state is composed of rear parts, the collision probability of rear
part with respect to Node i is obtained as
RPi = DSi : (4.32)
From the backo-stage-synchronization features of (2) and (3), WIN-state node and
DEFEAT-state node appear simultaneously. The transmission frame of Node 0, which is
in WIN-state, is collided by Node 3, which is in DEFEAT state, vice versa. Additionally,
the transmission frames of Nodes 0 and 3 collide with those of Nodes 1 and 2. A frame
transmitted by Node 0 collides with that from Node 3 when BT of Node 3 is smaller than
h at the frame-transmission instance of Node 0, vice versa. The probability that BT of
Node i, which is in WIN state, is smaller than h is dened as gWSi . Additionally, the
probability that BT of Nodei, which is in DEFEAT state, is smaller than h is dened as
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gDSi . Therefore, WSi and DSi are expressed as
WS0 = 1  (1  1)(1  2) + gDS3 ;
WS3 = 1  (1  1)(1  2) + gDS0 ;
DS0 = 1  (1  1)(1  2) + gWS3 ;
DS3 = 1  (1  1)(1  2) + gWS0
(4.33)
where
gDSi = 1 
LX
s=F
wsX
t=h
c[s; t]DSi
DSi
= 1  c[0; 0]DSi
DSi
LX
s=F

sDSi

ws + 2
2
  h+ h(h+ 1)
2ws

= 1 
LX
s=F

sDSi

ws + 2
2
  h+ h(h+ 1)
2ws

f(1  DSi) + DSi [(1  DSi)T + DSiTc]g 
LX
i=0
sDSi(
ws + 2
2
)
(4.34)
and
gWSi = 1 
BX
s=F
wsX
t=h
c[s; t]WSi
WSi
= 1  c[0; 0]WSi
WSi
BX
s=F

sWSi

ws + 2
2
  h+ h(h+ 1)
2ws

= 1 
BX
s=l

sWSi

ws + 2
2
  h+ h(h+ 1)
2ws

f(1  WSi) + WSi [(1  WSi)T + WSiTc]g 
BX
i=0
sWSi(
ws + 2
2
)
(4.35)
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4.2 Simulation and Experiment Verications
In this section, the simulation and experiment are carried out to validate the analysis
by network simulator ns-3 [15]. Table 4.2 gives system parameters. The network topology
used for the simulation and the experiment is the same as shown in Fig. 3.2. The through-
put is calculated from the number of the data frames received Nodes 0 and 3. the data
from 10 sec to 30 sec in each simulation are used for avoiding the measurements in the
transient state. The throughput is obtained as average of ve measurements. The Mesh
Access Points (MAPs) [17] shown in Figure 4.4 are used for experiments. Table 4.3 gives
the specications of the WLAN node from [6]. The preliminary experiments as same as
[6] for investigating the transmission range and the carrier-sensing range of the MAPs are
conducted. As a result, the radius of the transmission range is 60m and the radius of the
carrier-sensing range is 115m. Figure 4.5 shows the string topology three-hop network for
the experiment. Figure 4.6 shows the experiment environment. The routing table of each
MAP is xed and the distance between each MAP is 45m. The PC 1 generates the UDP
trac streams with xed packet size by using Multi-GENerator (MGEN) [16]. The PCs
1 and 2 are connected with MAPs 1 and 4 with wired line, respectively. The MAPs 1 and
2, 2 and 3, 3 and 4 are connected with wireless. The measurements are conducted for 30
seconds. The throughput of experiment is obtained as average of ve measurements.
Figure 4.7 shows maximum throughput as a function of data-payload size. It is seen
from Fig. 4.7 that the maximum throughput from the analytical expressions agree with
that from simulations, and experiment quantitatively, that shows the validity of the an-
alytical expressions in this paper. Additionally, we plot analytical result without consid-
ering the BSS. It is seen from these plots that the BSS enhances the throughput. This is
because BSS has the similar eect as the frame aggregation [13]. It shows occurrence of
the coupling eect analytically.
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4.3 Conclusion
This chapter has presented analytical expressions for IEEE 802.11 multi-hop networks
with BSS. For taking the features of the BSS into account the analytical expressions, the
modied Bianchi's Markov-chain models, which express the operation with respect to each
network node, have been proposed. Obtained analytical expressions have been veried by
the comparison with simulation and experimental results. By comparing the analytical
result without the coupling eect, the occurrence of the coupling eect has been shown
analytically.
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Table 4.1: Relationship between backo stage and state of nodes
Node 0 Node 3
Backo stage State State
front part WIN state DEFEAT state
DEFEAT state WIN state
rear part DEFEAT state WIN state
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Table 4.2: System Parameters
Data rate 18 Mbps
Control bit rate 12 Mbps
ACK frame size 10 bytes
Distance of each node 45m
Transmission range 60m
Carrier-sensing range 115m
ACK 32 sec
SIFS time (SIFS) 16 sec
DIFS time (DIFS) 34 sec
Buer size 100 frames
 9 sec
CWmin 15
CWMax 1023
L 7
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Table 4.3: Specications of WLAN node
Protocol IEEE 802.11a
Wireless LAN driver Atheros reference driver
Wireless LAN card Atheros AR5213A
miniPCI card
Transmission range for 18 Mbps 60m
Carrier-sensing range 115m
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Figure 4.4: Mesh access point (MAP) for experiment.
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Figure 4.5: String-topology three-hop network for experiment.
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Figure 4.6: Experiment environment.
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Figure 4.7: Maximum throughput as a function of payload size.
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Chapter 5
End-to-End Delay Analysis for IEEE
802.11 String-Topology Multi-hop
Networks
?? ABSTRACT ??
This chapter presents analytical expressions for end-to-end delay for IEEE 802.11 string-
topology multi-hop networks. For obtaining those expressions with high accuracy, frame-
collision and carrier-sensing probabilities with respect to each node under the non-saturated
condition are obtained. A new parameter, which is called as frame-existence probabil-
ity, is dened for expressing the operation in non-saturated condition. These expressions
are associated as a network ow. The end-to-end delay of a string-topology multi-hop
network can be derived as the sum of the transmission delays in the network ow. The
validity of the analytical expressions are shown by comparing with simulation results.
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5.1 End-to-End throughput and Delay Analysis
This chapter presents end-to-end throughput and delay for the IEEE 802.11 string-
topology multi-hop networks. The most important contribution of the proposed analysis
is that the non-saturated network dynamics model is constructed by using airtimes. In
the proposed analytical expressions, all the MAC-layer properties such as frame-collision
probability and frame-existence probability are expressed as functions of transmission
airtime and oered load. By using the MAC-layer model, the problem of end-to-end
delay derivation is narrowed to the transmission-airtime determinations with respect to
each node. For obtaining the transmission airtime, the MAC-layer properties of individual
nodes are associated to network ow, which is regarded as Network-layer characteristics.
By using the associations, the transmission airtimes of network nodes are xed uniquely
and the end-to-end throughput and delay of the string-topology network can be obtained.
From the analysis in this paper, we can obtain transmission delays, throughputs, collision
probabilities, and frame-existence probabilities as functions of oered load with respect
to each node, which provide the end-to-end delay and the end-to-end throughput.
In this chapter, H-hop string-topology multi-hop network as shown in Fig. 2.4 is con-
sidered. The analysis in this thesis is based on the following assumptions, which follow
the assumptions in [1]-[20].
1. Each node has a single radio transceiver and all the network nodes use the same
radio channel.
2. Only the source node (Node 0) generates xed sized UDP data frames following
Poisson distribution. The destination of the frames is Node H.
3. Channel conditions of all the links are ideal. Namely, transmission failures occur
only due to frame collisions.
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4. Frame collisions between DATA and ACK frames and those among the ACK-frames
transmissions can be ignored because ACK-frame length is shorter than DATA-
frame length.
5. Node i can transmit DATA and ACK frame only to Nodes i1. Additionally, Nodes
i  1 and i  2 can sense Node-i transmissions. Namely, Nodes i and i + 3 are in
the hidden node relationships [22].
6. Each node has an innite buer for storing frames.
5.1.1 MAC-Layer Operations of Individual Node
5.1.1.1 Airtime
In this analysis, we use the airtime expressions. The transmission airtime of Node i
Xi, carrier-sense airtime of Node i Yi and channel-idle airtime of Node Zi is obtained as
(2.14), (2.15) and (2.16), respectively. It is possible for a node to decrease BT when the
channel of the node is in the channel-idle state. In spite of channel-idle state, the node
does not work when the node has empty buer. This is a dierence between the saturated
and non-saturated conditions.
5.1.1.2 Collision Probability
In string-topology networks, two types of frame collisions with hidden nodes and carrier-
sensing range nodes occur. Because these two collisions are disjoint events, the frame-
collision probability of Node i is expressed as
i = Hi + Ci ; (5.1)
where Hi is hidden node collision probability of Node i and Ci is carrier-sensing nodes
collision probability of Node i. Hi is obtained as (2.20).
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The carrier-sensing range node collisions occur only when the BTs of multiple nodes in
the carrier-sensing range are zero simultaneously. In single-hop network such as WLAN,
all the nodes decrease the BT simultaneously because they can sense the transmission
of the other nodes. In multi-hop networks, however, each node does not decrease the
BT simultaneously because of the hidden nodes [3]. For obtaining the expression of
Ci , therefore, it is necessary to consider that node decreases the BT with respect to
carrier-sensing range node of Node i. In the string-topology network as shown in Fig. 2.4,
additionally, frame transmissions of Node i does not collide with frames transmitted by
Node i 2 although Node i 2 is in carrier-sensing range of Node i. This is because Node
i  2 is the outside of the carrier-sensing range of Node i+ 1, which is the receiver of the
frames transmitted by Node i. Each node decreases own BT independently. Additionally,
each node has dierent carrier-sense property. Therefore, it is supposed that the frame
transmissions of all the nodes are independent events [3], [17]-[20]. From above, the
carrier-sensing range node collision probability is obtained as
Ci = 1 
i+2Y
j=i 1
j 6=i
(1  j): (5.2)
where i is frame-transmission probability of Node i, which is expressed as the probability
that BT of Node i is zero.
5.1.1.3 Frame-Transmission Probability and Frame-Existence Probability
The frame-existence probability is considered for expressing the non-saturated condition
in this analysis. The frame-existence probability qi is dened as the probability that Node
i has at least one frame when it is in the channel-idle state. The BT decrement is carried
out only when a node, which is in the channel-idle state, has frames. Therefore, an airtime
that Node i decreases the BT in whole time can be expressed as
Wi = qiZi: (5.3)
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Because Ui is the average slot number of BT-decrement for one-frame transmission success,
the average spending time of BT decrement for one frame transmission success is expressed
as Ui, where  is system slot time. Therefore, an airtime that Node i decreases the BT
in whole time is also expressed as
Wi = iUi: (5.4)
where i is frame-reception rate of Node i. By equating right-hand side of (5.3) and (5.4),
frame-existence probability is obtained as
qi =
iUi
Zi
=
i(w0 + w1i + w2
2
i +   + wLLi )
1 Xi  
i+2X
j=i 2
j 6=i
Xj +
i 1X
j=i 2

XjXj+3
1 Xj+1  Xj+2

+
Xi 2Xi+2
1 Xi
: (5.5)
By using frame-existence probability, transmission probability of Node i in both non-
saturated and saturated conditions is
i = WiGi = qiZiGi = i(1 + i + 
2
i +   + Li ): (5.6)
In the string-topology network as shown in Fig 2.4, it is regarded that the frame-reception
rate of Node i is the same as throughput of Node i  1. The reception rate for Node 0 is
network oered load O, namely E 1 = O. From (2.17), the frame-reception rate of Node
i is expressed as
i =
Ei 1
P
=
Xi 1(1  i 1)
T
: (5.7)
5.1.2 Flow Constraint in Multi-hop Networks
The transmission airtimes of network nodes are xed by taking into account Network-
layer properties. Because each airtime depends on the states of neighbor nodes, transmis-
sion airtimes of network nodes are associated with Network-layer properties.
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When the retransmission counter reaches the retransmission limit L, the frame is
dropped following the DCF policy. Therefore, the throughput of each node should satisfy
Ei = Ei 1(1  L+1i ): (5.8)
Because E 1 = O, the relationship in (5.8) expresses the network-layer property with
respect to network oered load O.
By eliminating Ei and P from (2.17), (5.7), and (5.8), we have
Xi =
iT (1  L+1i )
1  i
= iT (1 + i + 
2
i +   + Li ) = iTRi: (5.9)
From (5.1), (2.20), (5.2), (5.6), and (5.9), frame-collision probability can be expressed as
a function of transmission airtime, namely
i = 1 
i+2Y
j=i 1
j 6=i
(1  Xj
T
) +
a(Xi+3 +Xi)
1 Xi+1  Xi+2 : (5.10)
From (5.7), (5.9), and (5.10), 3H algebraic equations are obtained. These equations
contain 3H unknown parameters, which are Xi, i, and i, for i = 0; 1; 2;    ; H   1.
It is possible to x the 3H unknown parameters when the system parameters and the
oered load are given. In this chapter, Newton's method is applied for obtaining the 3H
unknown parameters. The end-to-end throughput of the network for given O is EH 1.
5.1.3 Comparison with Maximum Throughput Analysis
The frame-existence probabilities increase as the network oered load increases. The
increase in the frame-existence probability depends on the network node. This is because
the eects of carrier sensing and frame-retransmission number depend on the neighbor
node environments. Therefore, a buer of a certain node becomes full rstly as the oered
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load increases. The node is called \bottleneck node". The oered load for which the frame-
existence probability of the bottleneck node becomes one is the boundary oered load
between the non-saturated and saturated conditions. Generally, the maximum throughput
can be obtained for the boundary oered load.
When Node B is the bottleneck node of the ow, qB should be one. From (5.9), we
have
XB = (1 XB   YB)RB
UB
T

= (1 XB   YB)GB T

; (5.11)
which is the same as link capacity equation in (2.22). This result means that the analyti-
cal expressions presented in this analysis includes all the results of maximum throughput
analyses completely, which is one of the evidence of the validity of the proposed expres-
sions.
5.1.4 End-to-End Delay
In the string-topology multi-hop networks as shown in Fig. 2.4, the end-to-end delay
is dened as the duration from the instant when a frame is generated at the source node
to the one when the frame is received at the destination node, which is the sum of the
single-hop transmission delay from Node 0 to Node H   1. Each single-hop transmission
delay consists of two parts, which are the MAC access delay and the queueing delay.
The MAC access delay is dened as the time interval between the instant when a frame
reaches the top of the transmission-node buer and the one when the frame is transmitted
successfully to the next node. Namely, it contains the transmission, BT-freezing, and BT-
decrement durations for one-frame transmission success. Note that the frame-existence
probability qi is dened in the channel idle state. It is assumed that the frame existence
probability in the carrier-sensing state is the same as that in whole time. The frame-
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existence probability in whole time with respect to Node i is expressed as
Qi = Xi + qiZi +QiYi: (5.12)
From (5.12), we obtain
Qi =
Xi + qiZi
1  Yi =
Xi + qiZi
Xi + Zi
: (5.13)
Because the ratio of the sum of the BT-freezing and BT-decrement durations to trans-
mission duration is QiYi+qiZi
Xi
, the MAC access delay of Node i is expressed as
DMi = TRi

1 +
QiYi + qiZi
Xi

=
TRi(Xi + qiZi)
Xi(Xi + Zi)
: (5.14)
The queueing delay is the durations from the instant when a frame arrive at Node i
to the one when the frame reaches to the top of the buer. For obtaining the queueing
delay, we use M/M/1 buer-queueing model as shown in Figure 5.1. From the memory-
less property of Poisson distribution, buer queueing is modeled by the birth-and-death
process [23]. In Fig. 5.1, i is frame-service rate, which is expressed as
i =
1
DMi
=
Xi(Xi + Zi)
TRi(Xi + qiZi)
: (5.15)
From (5.9) and (5.15), the utilization rate of Node i is expressed as
i =
i
i
=
iTRi(Xi + qiZi)
Xi(Xi + Zi)
=
Xi + qiZi
Xi + Zi
: (5.16)
From the buer-queueing model in Fig. 5.1, the steady-state probability that the Node
i has k frame is expressed as
i;k =
i
i
i;k 1 =

i
i
k
i;0 = Q
k
i i;0: (5.17)
The sum of all the buer-state probability should be one, we have
1X
k=0
i;k =
i;0
1 Qi = 1: (5.18)
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From (5.17) and (5.18), therefore, we have
i;k = Q
k
i  Qk+1i : (5.19)
By using the buer-state probability, queueing delay of Node i is expressed as
DQi =
1X
k=1

DMi
2
+ (k   1)DMi

i;k
= DMi
1X
k=1

1
2
+ (k   1)

(Qki  Qk+1i )
=
DMiQi(1 +Qi)
2(1 Qi) : (5.20)
In (5.20),
DMi
2
expresses the average time for transmitting the frame in top of the buer
of Node i, and (k  1)DMi expresses the time from when a frame arrives at Node i, which
has k frames in the buer, to when the frame reaches to top of the buer. Each single-hop
transmission delay consists of DMi and DQi , therefore, transmission delay of Node i is
obtained as
Di = DMi +DQi =
DMi(2 Qi +Q2i )
2(1 Qi)
=
TRiQi(2 Qi +Q2i )
2Xi(1 Qi) : (5.21)
Because the end-to-end delay is the sum of the single-hop transmission delay from Node
0 to Node H, the end-to-end delay of string-topology network is
D =
H 1X
i=0
Di =
H 1X
i=0
TRiQi(2 Qi +Q2i )
2Xi(1 Qi) : (5.22)
It is seen from (2.23), (5.5), (5.10), and (5.13) that the end-to-end delay is a function of
transmission airtime. Therefore, we can obtain the end-to-end throughput and end-to-end
delay by deriving the xed airtime from (5.9).
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5.2 Simulation Verication
In this section, the validities of the obtained analytical expressions in this chapter are
discussed by comparing with simulation results. Table 5.1 gives the system parameters
for evaluations. These parameters are based on the IEEE 802.11a [24]. The network
topologies used for the simulations are the string-topology H-hop networks as shown in
Fig. 2.4. An original simulator, which was implemented by author, was used in this paper
because it is necessary to obtain the detailed data from simulations. The credibility of
the simulator is conrmed by quantitative agreements of throughputs compared with the
results from ns-3 simulator [25].
Figure 5.2 shows maximum end-to-end throughputs versus number of hops. In Fig. 5.2,
analytical results from [6] are also plotted. Fig. 5.2 shows that the maximum throughputs
obtained from the analytical expressions in this paper agree with those from [6]. It can
be stated from this result that the proposed analytical expressions include the maximum
analytical expressions in [6] completely, which is one of the validities of our analytical
expressions. Namely, the installation of the frame-existence probability does not aect
the maximum throughput derivations and the proposed analytical expressions provide all
the results obtained from [6]. In [6], it is necessary to nd a bottleneck node by brute-
force computations. In the proposed analytical expressions, a bottleneck node can be
comprehended by checking the frame-existence probability of each node.
Figure 5.3 shows frame-existence probabilities in nine-hop network versus the oered
load at xed node number. Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3 show that the maximum throughput of
nine-hop network is obtained when the frame-existence probability of Node 2 reaches one
at O = 0:65 Mbps. It is seen from Fig. 5.3 that Node 2 is the bottleneck node of nine-
hop. The bottleneck node of the network can be detected because the frame-existence
probabilities with respect to each node are expressed individually.
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Figure 5.4 shows the collision probabilities of nine-hop network versus oered load for
xed node number. Fig. 5.4 shows that the collision probabilities from analytical ex-
pressions agree with those from simulation results qualitatively. However, there are some
dierences of the collision probabilities at light oered loads. This analysis assumes that
only Node 0 generates data frames, which are relayed along the network ow. When
Nodes i and i+3 transmit frames simultaneously, only the frame transmission from Node
i to Node i + 1 is in failure due to the hidden-node collision. For example, we consider
how to appear the situation that Nodes 3 and 6 have frames simultaneously when the
oered load is light. It can be considered naturally that this situation appears via the
situations that Nodes 0 and 3, Nodes 1 and 4, and Nodes 2 and 5 have frames simul-
taneously. However, when the frame collisions occur in above three situations, there is
low possibility that Nodes 3 and 6 have frames simultaneously. Namely, the situation
appearance probability that Node i and i + 3 have a frame simultaneously are decreases
as i increases in actual network dynamics in low oered load, in particular. Therefore,
the frame-collision probability also decreases as the increase in the node number. In the
analytical model, however, it is assumed that arrival interval of the frame at each node
follows Poisson distribution independently and the amount of frame arrivals depends on
the throughput of the previous node, which means that the situation-appearance proba-
bilities are uniform at light oered loads. Therefore, the collision probabilities at nodes,
which have a hidden node, are identical in the analytical model at light oered loads.
On the other hand, it can be conrmed from Fig. 5.4 that the analytical results agree
with the simulation results in the saturated condition. Nodes i + 1 or i + 2 has a frame
when Nodes i and i+3 have frame in saturated condition. Namely the network dynamics
satises our assumptions in the saturated condition. Therefore, the dierence between
analytical expressions and simulation results disappear. Additionally, this result shows
the validity of the assumption \the probability that a frame transmitted by Node i is
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collided with a frame from Node i + 3 due to the Node i + 3 transmission start" is the
approximately equal to \the probability that Node i transmits a DATA frame when the
BT of Node i+ 3 is zero" [1]-[8].
Fig. 5.4 shows that collision probabilities of Nodes 0 and 3 are much higher than those
of Node 6 as shown in Fig. 5.4. This is because Nodes 0 and 3 have a hidden node. It
is conrmed from Fig. 5.4 that the hidden node and carrier-sensing range node collisions,
can be expressed. The presented analytical expressions are valid for cases when there are
not only nodes with hidden node but also nodes without hidden node in the network ow.
Figure 5.5 shows transmission delays in nine-hop network versus oered load for xed
node number. It is conrmed from Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5 that the analytical expressions
reect high correlated relationship between the frame-collision probability and transmis-
sion delay. It can be obviously understood that the transmission delay increases as the
frame-collision probability increases. The frame-existence probability in (5.13) contains
the eect of frame-transmission collisions as shown in (5.5). By expressing the transmis-
sion delay as a function of the frame-existence probability as given in (5.21), the eect of
frame-collision probability can be reected on the transmission delay can be expressed.
It is conrmed from Fig. 5.5 that the transmission delay with respect to each node can
be predicted with high accuracy at any oered load.
Figure 5.6 shows end-to-end delays versus oered load for xed hop numbers. It is seen
from Fig. 5.6 that end-to-end delays obtained from analytical expressions show the quan-
titative agreements with those obtained from simulations regardless of the hop number
and oered load.
In the analytical model, the queueing delay of each node is derived by M/M/1 queueing
model. The distribution of MAC access delay in the one-hop network with one transmitter
and one receiver follows uniform distribution because no collision occurs. Therefore, it
can be considered naturally that the variance of MAC access delay in one-hop network
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based on M/M/1 queueing model is higher than that in simulations. This is the reason
why end-to-end delay from the analytical expressions for one-hop network is larger than
that from simulation at one-hop network.
Figure 5.7 shows end-to-end delays versus oered load for one-hop network. One-hop
network topology is identical to one-station WLAN topology. Therefore, the end-to-end
delay for one station case from the WLAN analysis in [9] are also plotted in Fig. 5.7.
Fig. 5.7 shows that analytical results from the proposed model agree with those from
[9] well. Additionally, analytical results from the proposed model show good agreements
with simulation ones, which is one of the evidences of the validities of the network-delay
expressions in (5.21).
Figure 5.8 shows end-to-end delays of the nine-hop network versus oered load. In
Fig. 5.8, analytical results from the proposed analytical expressions and from the model
in [20] are plotted. It is seen from Fig. 5.8 that analytical results in [20] have dierences
from simulation results. This is because the MAC layer properties of network nodes are
considered in average. Namely it is assumed that all the properties are identical for all
the network nodes in the conventional analysis approach. Therefore, the asymmetric
properties with respect to each network node cannot be expressed in [20]. Fig. 5.8 shows
that analytical results from the proposed expressions agree with simulation result well.
This is because the MAC-layer properties with respect to each node can be expressed
individually in the presented analysis. This paper presents an approach in which analytical
expressions of individual node are associated as network ow by using the ow constraint.
It is conrmed from Fig. 5.8 that the proposed analysis approach is eective for expressing
the analysis of multi-hop network property.
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5.3 Conclusion
This chapter has presented analytical expressions for end-to-end delay for IEEE 802.11
string-topology multi-hop networks. For obtaining those expressions with high accu-
racy, frame-collision and carrier-sensing probabilities with respect to each node under the
non-saturated condition have been obtained. A new parameter, which is called as frame-
existence probability, has been dened for expressing the operation in non-saturated con-
dition. These expressions have been associated as a network ow. The end-to-end delay
of a string-topology multi-hop network can be derived as the sum of the transmission
delays in the network ow. The validity of the analytical expressions have been shown by
comparing with simulation results.
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Table 5.1: System Parameters
Frame payload(P ) 100 bytes
Data rate 18 Mbps
ACK bit rate 12 Mbps
DATA 84 sec
ACK 32 sec
SIFS 16 sec
DIFS 34 sec
slot time() 9 sec
CWmin 15
CWMax 1023
Retransmission limit(L) 7
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Figure 5.1: Buer-queueing model of Node i.
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Figure 5.2: Maximum throughput versus number of hops.
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Chapter 6
Analytical Expressions of
End-to-End Throughput for IEEE
802.11 Multi-hop Networks
?? ABSTRACT ??
This chapter presents analytical expressions for IEEE 802.11 string-topology multi-hop
networks. The analytical expressions obtained in this paper give end-to-end throughput at
any hop number, any frame length, and any oered load by taking into account relation-
ship between BT decrement and transmission time and Markov-chain model for two-way
ow. The analytical expressions are veried by comparisons with simulation results.
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6.1 Analytical expressions of end-to-end throughput
for IEEE 802.11 multi-hop networks
This chapter presents analytical expressions for IEEE 802.11 string-topology multi-hop
networks. For achieving that, the proposed analysis procedure includes two proposals,
which are: (i) a relationship between the backo timer and frame length can be expressed
by merging the Bianchi's Markov-chain model [17] and airtime expression [1]-[9], (ii) the
Bianchi's Markov-chain models are modied for expressing the transmission process of
two-way ows with asymmetric oered-load individually. In the proposed model, the
problem of end-to-end throughput and delay derivation is narrowed to the transmission-
airtime determinations with respect to each link. For obtaining the transmission airtime,
the MAC-layer properties of individual nodes are associated to network ow, which is
regarded as Network-layer characteristics. By using the associations, the transmission
airtimes of network links are xed uniquely and the end-to-end throughput and delay of
the string-topology network can be obtained.
Figure. 6.1 shows the network topology considered in this chapter. In this chapter, H-
hop string topology with two-way ow, which is named Flow 1 and Flow 2, is considered.
The source and destination nodes of Flow 1 is Nodes 0 and H, respectively. At Flow 2,
Nodes H and 0 are the source and destination nodes, respectively. The network link from
Node i to Node i 1 is expressed as (i; i 1). The analysis in this paper is based on the
following assumptions [1]-[7], [15]-[28]
1. Each node has a single radio transceiver and all the network nodes use the same
radio channel.
2. Only the source nodes (Nodes 0 and H) generate xed sized UDP data frames,
payload size of which is P bytes, following Poisson distribution. The destinations
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of the frames generated by Nodes 0 is Nodes H, and vice versa.
3. Channel conditions of all the links are ideal. Namely, transmission failures occur
only due to frame collisions.
4. Frame collisions between DATA and ACK frames and those among the ACK-frames
transmissions can be ignored because ACK-frame length is shorter than DATA-
frame length. [1]-[7]
5. Node i can transmit DATA and ACK frame only to Nodes i1. Additionally, Nodes
i  1 and i  2 can sense Node-i transmissions. Namely, Nodes i and i  3 are in
the hidden node relationships [28]
6.1.1 Airtime and Throughput
In this chapter, we use the airtime expressions. The transmission airtime for (i; i 1)
is obtained as (4.1). Because Node i has two links, the transmission airtime of Node i is
expressed as
Xi = x(i;i+1) + x(i;i 1); (6.1)
where x(0; 1) = x(H;H+1) = 0.
By using the airtime expressions, the throughput for (i; i 1) is expressed as (4.5)
The carrier-sense airtime of Node i Yi and the channel-idle airtime of Node Zi is obtained
as (2.15) and (2.16), respectively.
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6.1.2 Transmission Probability and Collision Probability: Markov
Chain Model for Two-way Flows
6.1.2.1 Transmission Probability
Figure 6.2 shows the Markov-chain model for BT-decrement and transmission states
model of Node i. In Fig. 6.2, h = DATA= and F is the minimum backo stage which
satises h  ws.
The Markov-chain model is dened in the DATA-frame transmission and channel idle
state, which includes BT-decrement state. The durations of ACK transmission, SIFS
and DIFS are not included in the Markov-chain model. In the previous analyses, the
BT-decrement state and the DATA frame-transmission one are considered separately as
shown in Fig 2.2. Therefore, the relationship between two states are ignored, which
is a reason why the previous analyses are valid for long-frame communications [7]. By
including the transmission state in Bianchi's Markov-chain model as shown in Fig. 6.2, the
relationship between the BT-decrement time and frame length can be expressed explicitly.
Additionally, the BT-decrement and frame transmission for Flow 1 and Flow 2 of Node
i are modeled separately and they are coupled by ow-usage probabilities. It is assumed
that the ow usage probability for (i; i  1) is the rate of the frame-reception rate of
(i; i 1) and the frame-reception rate of Node i. Therefore, the ow-usage probability for
(i; i 1) is expressed as
(i;i1) =
(i;i1)
i
=
(i;i1)
(i;i 1) + (i;i+1)
: (6.2)
In (6.2), i is frame-reception rate of Node i and (i;i1) is frame-reception rate for (i; i1),
which is expressed as
(i;i1) =
e(i;i1)
P
=
x(i;i1)(1  (i;i1))
T
: (6.3)
From above modeling, it is possible to express the transmission process of two-way ows
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with asymmetric oered-load. In Fig. 6.2, the transition probabilities among the states
are
Pf[s; t  1; f ]j[s; t; f ]g = 1
Pf[s; t; 1]j[s  1; h; 1]g = (i;i+1)
ws + 1
; 0  t  ws
Pf[0; t; 1]j[s; h; f ]g = (i;i+1)(1  (i;i+1))
w0 + 1
0  t  w0
Pf[0; t; 1]j[L; h; f)g = (i;i+1)
w0 + 1
0  t  w0
Pf[s; t; 2]j[s  1; h; 2]g = (i;i 1)
ws + 1
; 0  t  ws
Pf[0; t; 2]j[s; h; f ]g = (i;i 1)(1  (i;i 1))
w0 + 1
0  t  w0
Pf[0; t; 2]j[L; h; f)g = (i;i 1)
w0 + 1
0  t  w0
(6.4)
Let b[s; t; f ]i be the stationary distribution of the Markov-chain model. In this Markov-
chain model, the sum of the stationary distributions of the Markov-chain model is equal
to one, namely
LX
s=0
wsX
t= h
2X
f=1
b[s; t; f ]i =
LX
s=0
(b[s; 0; 1]i + b[s; 0; 2]i)

h+
ws + 2
2

=
LX
s=0
 
s(i;i+1)b[0; 0; 1]i + 
s
(i;i 1)b[0; 0; 2]i

h+
ws + 2
2

= 1: (6.5)
From (6.4), we obtain
b[0; 0; 1]i = (i;i+1)(1  (i;i+1))
L 1X
s=0
b[s; h; 1]i + (i;i+1)b[L; 0; 1]
+(i;i+1)(1  (i;i 1))
L 1X
s=0
b[s; h; 2]i + (i;i+1)b[L; 0; 2]
= (i;i+1)b[0; 0; 1]i + (i;i+1)b[0; 0; 2]i; (6.6)
from which
b[0; 0; 1]i
b[0; 0; 2]i
=
(i;i+1)
1  (i;i+1) =
(i;i+1)
(i;i 1)
: (6.7)
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By submitting (6.7) into (6.5), we obtain
b[0; 0; 1]i =
(i;i+1)
LX
s=0
 
(i;i+1)
s
(i;i+1) + (i;i 1)
s
(i;i 1)

h+
ws + 2
2

b[0; 0; 2]i =
(i;i 1)
LX
s=0
 
(i;i+1)
s
(i;i+1) + (i;i 1)
s
(i;i 1)

h+
ws + 2
2
 : (6.8)
Transmission probability of Node i in saturated condition is obtained as
 0i =
LX
s=0
b[s; 0; 1]i +
LX
s=0
b[s; 0; 2]i
LX
s=0
WsX
t=0
b[s; t; 1]i +
LX
s=0
WsX
t=0
b[s; t; 2]i
=
b[0; 0; 1]i
LX
s=0
s(i;i+1) + b[0; 0; 2]i
LX
s=0
s(i;i 1)
b[0; 0; 1]i
LX
s=0
s(i;i+1)(Ws + 2)
2
+ b[0; 0; 2]i
LX
s=0
s(i;i 1)(ws + 2)
2
=
(i;i+1)
LX
s=0
s(i;i+1) + (i;i 1)
LX
s=0
s(i;i 1)
(i;i+1)
LX
s=0
s(i;i+1)(ws + 2)
2
+ (i;i 1)
LX
s=0
s(i;i 1)(ws + 2)
2
:
(6.9)
The operation in non-saturation condition is not considered in the proposed Markov-
chain model. Transmission probability in both non-saturated and saturated condition is
contained for the product of transmission probability in saturated condition and frame-
existence probability [10], [16]. By using frame existence probability of Node i Qi, the
transmission probability of Node i is expressed as
i = qi
0
i : (6.10)
From the explanation in Section. 5.1.1.3, the frame-existence probability of Node i is
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obtained as
qi =
 
(i;i+1)u(i;i+1) + (i;i 1)u(i;i 1)

i(1  Vi)
Zi
; (6.11)
where Vi is the buer-blocking probability of Node i. The expression of Vi is described
in Section 6.1.4. u(i;i1) is the average slot number of BT-decrement for one-frame trans-
mission success for (i; i 1), which is expressed as
u(i;i1) =
LX
s=0
s(i;i1)(ws + 2)
2
: (6.12)
By substituing (6.11) and (6.12) into (6.10), qi is eliminated, namely
i =
i(1  Vi)
 
(i;i+1)
LX
s=0
s(i;i+1) + (i;i 1)
LX
s=0
s(i;i+1)
!
Zi
(6.13)
6.1.2.2 Collision Probability
In string-topology networks, two types of frame collisions with carrier-sensing range
nodes and hidden nodes occur. Because these two collisions are disjoint events, the frame-
collision probability of (i; i 1) is expressed as
(i;i1) = C(i;i1) + H(i;i1) ; (6.14)
where H(i;i1) is hidden node collision probability of (i; i1) and C(i;i1) is carrier-sensing
nodes collision probability of (i; i 1).
The carrier-sensing range node collisions occur only when the BTs of multiple nodes
in the carrier-sensing range are zero simultaneously. From the explanation of [6], [10],
[17]-[25], the carrier-sensing range node collision probability is obtained as
C(i;i+1) = 1 
i+2Y
j=i 1
j 6=i
(1  j)
C(i;i 1) = 1 
i+1Y
j=i 2
j 6=i
(1  j)
: (6.15)
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A hidden node collision occurs when Node i starts to transmit a frame for Node i 1
during the Node i3 transmitting a DATA-frame. When Node i3 is in data-transmission
state at the instant that the BT of Node i is zero, hidden node collision occurs. Therefore,
the collision probability of this type of hidden-node collision is expressed as

(1)
H(i;i1) =
(aXi3 + qi3Zi3)
 
LX
s=0
 1X
t= h
2X
f=1
b[s; t; f ]i3
!
1 Xi1  Xi2 : (6.16)
Additionally, a hidden-node collision also occurs when Node i  3 starts to transmit a
frame during the Node-i transmission for Node i  1. Namely, when \BT of Node i  3
is smaller than h" and \Nodes i 4 and i 5, which are the carrier-sensing range nodes
of Node i 3, are not in transmission state" at the instant that the BT of Node i is zero,
the collision occurs. Therefore, this type of hidden-node collision probability is expressed
as

(2)
H(i;i1) =
"
(aXi3 + qi3Zi3)
 
F 1X
s=0
WsX
t=0
2X
f=1
b[s; t; f ]i3 +
LX
s=F
hX
t=1
2X
f=1
b[s; t; f ]i3
!#
1  (Xi4 +Xi5)
1 Xi1  Xi2 : (6.17)
Because the two types of hidden node collisions are disjoint events, the hidden node
collision-probability is
H(i;i1) = 
(1)
H(i;i1) + 
(2)
H(i;i1) : (6.18)
6.1.3 Flow Constraint in Multi-hop Networks
The transmission airtimes of network nodes are xed by taking into account Network-
layer properties. Because each airtime depends on the states of neighbor nodes, transmis-
sion airtimes of network nodes are associated with Network-layer properties.
When the retransmission counter reaches the retransmission limit L, the frame is
dropped following the DCF policy. Additionally, the frame is dropped when the buer of
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receiver is full. Therefore, the throughput of each node should satisfy
e(i;i1) = e(i1;i)(1  L+1(i1;i))(1  Vi): (6.19)
The relationship in (6.19), which is called as the ow-constraint condition, expresses the
network-layer property. By eliminating Ei and P from (4.5), (6.3), and (6.19), we have
x(i;i1) =
(i;i1)(1  Vi)T (1  L+1(i;i1))
1  (i;i1)
= (i;i1)(1  Vi)T (1 + (i;i1) + 2(i;i1) +   + L(i;i1))
= (i;i1)(1  Vi)Tr(i;i1); (6.20)
where r(i;i1) is the average number of transmission attempts for (i; i  1). From (6.1)
(6.2) and (6.20), we have
Xi = i(1  Vi)T ((i;i+1)r(i;i+1) + (i;i+1)r(i;i+1)); (6.21)
From (2.16), (6.13) and (6.20), transmission probability can be expressed as a function of
transmission airtime, namely
i =
Xi
ZiT
=
 
x(i;i+1) + x(i;i 1)


T
=
26641  i+2X
j=i 2
j 6=i
(x(j;j+1) + x(j;j 1))
 
i 1X
j=i 2

(x(j;j+1) + xj;j 1)(x(j+3;j+4) + xj+3;j+2)
1  x(j+1;j+2)   x(j+1;j)   x(j+2;j+3)   x(j+2;j+1)

 (x(i 2;i 1) + xi 2;i 3)(x(i+2;i+3) + xi+2;i+1)
1  x(i;i+1)   x(i;i 1)

: (6.22)
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From (6.2), (6.11), (6.12), (6.20) and (6.21), we have
aXi + qiZi = i(1  Vi)

(i;i+1)
 
u(i;i+1) + hr(i;i+1)

+ (i;i 1)
 
u(i;i 1) + hr(i;i 1)

= i(1  Vi) 
"
(i;i+1)
 
LX
s=0
s(i;i1)(ws + 2)
2
+ h
LX
s=0
s(i;i+1)
!
+ (i;i 1)
 
LX
s=0
s(i;i 1)(ws + 2)
2
+ h
LX
s=0
s(i;i 1)
!#
= i(1  Vi) 
"
LX
s=0
 
s(i;i+1)(i;i+1) + 
s
(i;i 1)(i;i 1)
 ws + 2
2
+ h
#
=
i(1  Vi)
b[0; 0; 1] + b[0; 0; 2]
: (6.23)
By submitting (6.20) and (6.23) into (6.16) and (6.17), 
(1)
(i;i1) and 
(2)
(i;i1) can be expressed
as a function of transmission airtime and collision probability, namely

(1)
H(i;i1) = i3(1  Vi3)
"
(i3;i4)
LX
s=0
 hX
t= 1
s(i3;i4)
+(i3;i2)
LX
s=0
 hX
t= 1
s(i3;i2)
#
 1
1 Xi1  Xi2 :
=
aXi3
1 Xi1  Xi2 (6.24)
and

(2)
H(i;i1) =
(
F 1X
s=0
((i3;i4)s(i3;i4) + (i3;i2)
s
(i3;i2))(
ws
2
)
+
LX
s=F

((i3;i4)s(i3;i4) + (i3;i2)
s
(i3;i2))
h+ 1  h
2 + h
2ws + 2

(1  Vi3)(1 Xi4  Xi5)
1 Xi1  Xi2 (6.25)
From (6.1), (6.13), (6.14), (6.15), (6.24) and (6.25), collision probability of (i; i  1) is
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rewritten as
(i;i+1) = 1 
i+2Y
j=i 1
j 6=i
(1  j)
+
a(x(i+3;i+4) + x(i+3;i+2))
1  x(i+1;i+2)   x(i+1;i)   x(i+2;i+3)   x(i+2;i+1)
+
(
F 1X
s=0
((i+3;i+4)
s
(i+3;i+4) + (i+3;i+2)
s
(i+3;i+2))(
ws + 2
2
)
+
LX
s=F

((i+3;i+4)
s
(i+3;i+4) + (i+3;i+2)
s
(i+3;i+2))


h+ 1  h
2 + h)
2ws + 2

 (1  Vi+3)
1  x(i+4;i+5)   x(i+4;i+3)   x(i+5;i+6)   x(i+5;i+4)
1  x(i+1;i+2)   x(i+1;i)   x(i+2;i+3)   x(i+2;i+1)
(i;i 1) = 1 
i+1Y
j=i 2
j 6=i
(1  j)
+
a(x(i 3;i 4) + x(i 3;i 2))
1  x(i 1;i 2)   x(i 1;i)   x(i 2;i 3)   x(i 2;i 1)
+
(
F 1X
s=0
((i+3;i+4)
s
(i+3;i+4) + (i+3;i+2)
s
(i 3;i 2))(
ws + 2
2
)
+
LX
s=F

((i 3;i 4)s(i 3;i 4) + (i 3;i 2)
s
(i 3;i 2))


h+ 1  h
2 + h)
2ws + 2

 (1  Vi 3)
1  x(i 4;i 5)   x(i 4;i 3)   x(i 5;i 6)   x(i 5;i 4)
1  x(i 1;i 2)   x(i 1;i)   x(i 2;i 3)   x(i 2;i 1)
: (6.26)
6.1.4 Buer-Blocking Probability
Figure 6.3 shows the buer queuing model of Node i, where K is the buer size and i is
frame-service rate of Node i. The frame-service time is dened as the average time interval
between the instant when a frame reaches the top of the transmission-node buer and
the one when the frame is transmitted successfully to the next node. Namely, it contains
the transmission, BT-freezing, and BT-decrement durations for one-frame transmission
success. Note that the frame-existence probability qi is dened in the channel idle state.
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It is assumed that the frame existence probability in the carrier-sensing state is the same
as that in whole time [10]. The frame-existence probability in whole time with respect
to Node i is expressed as The frame-existence probability in whole time with respect to
Node i is expressed as
Qi = Xi + qiZi +QiYi: (6.27)
where Qi is frame existence probability of Node i. From (6.27), we obtain
Qi =
Xi + qiZi
1  Yi =
Xi + qiZi
Xi + Zi
: (6.28)
Because the ratio of the sum of the BT-freezing and BT-decrement durations to trans-
mission duration is QiYi+qiZi
Xi
, the frame-service time of Node i is expressed as
DMi = T ((i;i+1)r(i;i+1) + (i;i+1)r(i;i+1))

1 +
QiYi + qiZi
Xi

=
Xi + qiZi
i(1  Vi)(Xi + Zi) :
=
(i;i+1)(Tr(i;i+1) + u(i;i+1)) + (i;i 1)(Tr(i;i 1) + u(i;i 1))
i(Xi + Zi)
=
(i;i+1)(Tr(i;i+1) + u(i;i+1)) + (i;i 1)(Tr(i;i 1) + u(i;i 1))
Xi + Zi
:
(6.29)
Therefore, the frame-service rate of Node i is expressed as
i =
1
DMi
=
Xi + Zi
(i;i+1)(Tr(i;i+1) + u(i;i+1)) + (i;i 1)(Tr(i;i 1) + u(i;i 1))
:
(6.30)
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From (6.21) and (6.30), utilization rate of Node i is obtained as
i =
i
i
=
(i;i+1)(Tr(i;i+1) + u(i;i+1)) + (i;i 1)(Tr(i;i 1) + u(i;i 1))
Xi + Zi
:
=
Xi + qiZi
(Xi + Zi)(1  Vi) :
=
Qi
1  Vi : (6.31)
From the buer-queueing model in Fig. 6.3, the steady state probability that the Node
i has k frame is expressed as
i;k =
i
i
i;k 1 =

i
i
k
i;0 = 
k
i i;0: (6.32)
The sum of all the buer-state probability should be one, we have
KX
k=0
i;k =
(1  K+1i )i;0
1  i = 1: (6.33)
From (6.32) and (6.33), therefore, we have
i;k =
ki   k+1i
1  K+1i
: (6.34)
Because the buer-blocking probability is the same as the steady state probability that
the Node i has K frame, namely
Vi = i;K
=
Ki   K+1i
1  K+1i
=

Qi
1  Vi
K
 

Qi
1  Vi
K+1
1 

Qi
1  Vi
K+1 : (6.35)
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From (2.16), (6.12), (6.20) and (6.31), we obtain
i =
Qi
1  Vi
=

x(i;i+1) + x(i;i 1)
+(i;i+1)
LX
s=0
(ws + 2)
s
(i;i+1)
2
+ (i;i 1)
LX
s=0
(ws + 2)
s
(i;i 1)
2
#
=
26641  i+2X
j=i 2
j 6=i
(x(j;j+1) + xj;j 1)
 
i 1X
j=i 2

(x(j;j+1) + xj;j 1)(x(j+3;j+4) + xj+3;j+2)
1  x(j+1;j+2)   x(j+1;j)   x(j+2;j+3)   x(j+2;j+1)

 (x(i 2;i 1) + xi 2;i 3)(x(i+2;i+3) + xi+2;i+1)
1  x(i;i+1)   x(i;i 1)

: (6.36)
From above expression, buer blocking probability is a function of transmission airtime
and collision probability and frame-reception rate.
From (6.3), (6.20), (6.26) and (6.35), 7H algebraic equations are obtained. These
equations contain 8H unknown parameters, which are x(i;i1), (i;i1), (i;i1), and Vi, for
i = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; H. It is possible to x the 7H unknown parameters and the oered loads
are given. In this paper, Newton's method is applied for obtaining the 7H unknown
parameters.
6.2 Simulation Verication
In this section, the analytical expressions proposed in this chapter are veried by com-
paring with simulation results. Table 6.1 gives system parameters based on the IEEE
802.11a standards [29]. The network topologies used for the simulations are the string-
topology H-hop networks as shown in Fig. 6.1. An original simulator, which was imple-
mented by authors, was used in this paper because it is necessary to obtain the detailed
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data from simulations. The credibility of the simulator is conrmed by quantitative agree-
ments of simulator is compared with the results from ns-3 simulator [30].
6.2.1 One-way ow
Figure 6.4 shows end-to-end throughputs of six-hop network with one-way ow versus
oered load of Flow 1 for O2 = 0Mbps and P = 200 bytes. Fig. 6.4 shows that quantitative
agreements with simulation ones. At O1 = 1:15 Mbps, the maximum throughput is
obtained. The end-to-end throughput is saturated at O1 = 1:6 Mbps. It is conrmed
analytical expression presented in this paper can express the network behavior both in
non-saturated condition and saturated one.
Figure 6.5 shows maximum throughputs of eight-hop network versus payload size. Fig.
6.5 shows that all the results from proposed analysis, analysis in [1], and simulations show
quantitative agreements in short-frame length. The throughput obtained from [1] has
dierence from the simulation result as the payload size increases. The proposed analysis
gives accurate maximum throughput prediction regardless of the payload size. This result
shows that the importance to consider the relationship between the BT decrement time
and frame-transmission one for achieving the accurate predictions.
6.2.2 Two-way ow
Figure 6.6 shows end-to-end throughput in ve-hop network as a function of O1 for O2
= 0.8 Mbps, P = 200 bytes. At O1 = 0, the network ow is only Flow 2, namely one-way
ow. For 0 < O1 < 0:3 Mbps, throughput of Flow 2 keeps 0.8 Mbps and that of Flow 1
increases in proportion to O1. This means that network is in non-saturation state. The
maximum network throughput can be obtained at O1 = 0:3 Mbps, in which the frame
existence probability of Node 4 is one. Namely, Node 4 is the bottleneck node in this
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scenario. In the range of 0.3 Mbps  O1  1.5 Mbps, throughput of Flow 2 decreases in
spite of O2 = 0:8 Mbps. This result denotes that buer over ow occurs at the bottleneck
node. At O1 = O2 = 0:8 Mbps, throughput of Flow 1 is the same as that of Flow 2
because of symmetric oered load. For O1 > 1:5 Mbps, both throughputs of Flow 1 and
Flow 2 are constant regardless of O1.
It is conrmed from Fig. 6.6 that the analytical predictions agree with the simulation
results quantitatively. This means that the analytical equations presented in this paper
can express all the situations described above. Namely, analytical expressions are valid
for asymmetric oered loads including the one-way ow case, non-saturation conditions,
and saturation ones.
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Table 6.1: System Parameters
Data rate 18 Mbps
ACK bit rate 12 Mbps
ACK 32 sec
SIFS time (SIFS) 16 sec
DIFS time (DIFS) 34 sec
Buer size (K) 100 frames
slot time() 9 sec
CWmin 15
CWMax 1023
Retransmission limit(L) 7
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Figure 6.1: H-hop string-topology network with two-way ow.
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Figure 6.2: Markov-chain model for BT-decrement and transmission state model of Node
i.
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Figure 6.3: Buer-queueing model of Node i.
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Figure 6.4: End-to-end throughputs of six-hop network with one-way ow versus o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Chapter 7
Overall Conclusion and Future
Problems
7.1 Overall Conclusion
This thesis presents performance analysis for IEEE 802.11 string-topology multi-hop
networks.
Chapter 2 has introduced analysis for IEEE 802.11 networks. The operation about
IEEE 802.11 DCF is explained. As an analysis model for single-hop network, Bianchi's
Markov-chain model is introduced. In addition, Hidden node problem in the multi-hop
network is explained. As analytical procedure for multi-hop networks, airtime expression
is introduced.
In Chapter 3, the occurrence of a special phenomenon in WMHNs is pointed out.
This mutuality has been named as \backo-stage synchronization". The mechanisms and
the sucient conditions for backo-stage synchronizaion occurrence have been obtained
from detail investigation. By using windows fairness index, the characteristic of this
phenomenon, which is coexistence of fair transmission in long time range and unfair
transmission in short time range, has been extracted. The impact of this phenomenon
on communication in IEEE 802.11 multi-hop network has been discussed. By considering
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the characteristics, the detection method of this phenomenon has been proposed.
In Chapter 4, analytical expressions for IEEE 802.11 multi-hop network with backo-
stage synchronization have been presented. For taking the features of the backo-stage
synchronization into account the analytical expressions, the modied Bianchi's Markov-
chain models, which express the operation with respect to each network node, have been
proposed. Obtained analytical expressions have been veried by the comparison with
simulation and experimental results. By comparing the analytical result without the
coupling eect, the occurrence of the coupling eect has been shown analytically.
In Chapter 5, analytical expression for end-to-end delay for IEEE 802.11 string-topology
multi-hop networks has been presented. For obtaining those expressions with high accu-
racy, frame-collision and carrier-sensing probabilities with respect to each node under the
non-saturated condition have been obtained. A new parameter, which is called as frame-
existence probability, has been dened for expressing the operation in non-saturated con-
dition. These expressions are associated as a network ow. The end-to-end delay of
a string-topology multi-hop network can be derived as the sum of the transmission de-
lays in the network ow. The validity of the analytical expressions have been shown by
comparing with simulation results.
In Chapter 6, analytical expressions for IEEE 802.11 string-topology multi-hop networks
have been presented. The analytical expressions are the enhanced version of the third
proposed analytical model. The analytical expressions give throughput and end-to-end
delay at any hop number, any frame length, and any oered load. For achieving that,
the proposed analysis procedure includes two proposals for two problems, which are (i)
analytical expressions in WMHNs until now are not valid for long frame communication
such as video streaming, and (ii) there is no analytical expression, which is valid for
asymmetric oered load in two-way ow situation. This analysis presents two proposals,
which are: (i) a relationship between the backo timer and frame length can be expressed
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by merging the Bianchi's Markov-chain model and airtime expression, (ii) the Bianchi's
Markov-chain models are modied for expressing the transmission process of two-way
ows with asymmetric oered load individually. Obtained analytical expressions have
been veried by the comparison with simulation results. Because it is possible to obtain
the throughput and delay with not only symmetric but asymmetric two-way tracs, it is
expected that the analytical expressions may be applied to maximum capacity derivation
of VoIP, the TCP ow analysis, and more complicated network topology analyses.
These results enhance understanding for the essence of WMHNs. It is expected that
the results in this thesis contribute to various applications, such as system optimization,
network control and protocol design.
7.2 Future Problems
There are continuous research topics, which should be addressed in the future. The
following topics are suggested for future works.
1. General analytical expressions for multi-hop network
In this thesis, the string-topology multi-hop network is considered. As mentioned before,
the string-topology network is fundamental and important network topology. However,
For achieving the analytical model with high generality, it is necessary to extend to
analysis model without dependence on network topology. By applying graph theory, that
may be obtained.
2. Analytical expressions for multi-hop network with TCP ow
This thesis focuses on multi-hop network with UDP ow. In this thesis, the properties of
MAC with respect to each node were modeled in detail. These expressions were related
by using the modeling of the property in Network layer. By using this approach, analysis
model with high accuracy and versatility could be obtained. By modeling the property
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of Transport layer based on the proposed approach, general analytical expressions for
multi-hop network taking into account the TCP ow may be obtained.
I would like to keep carrying out researches and contribute to multi-hop network anal-
ysis.
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